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Abstract

The human motor system exhibits remarkable adaptability, enabling us to maintain

high levels of performance despite ever-changing requirements. There are many po-

tential sources of error during movement to which the motor system may need to adapt:

the properties of our bodies or tools may vary over time, either at a dynamic or a kine-

matic level; our senses may become miscalibrated over time and mislead us as to the

state of our bodies or the true location of an intended goal; the relationship between

sensory stimuli and movement goals may change. Despite these many varied ways in

which our movements may be disturbed, existing models of human motor adaptation

have tended to assume just a single adaptive component.

In this thesis, I argue that the motor system maintains multiple components of

adaptation, corresponding to the multiple potential sources of error to which we are

exposed. I outline some of the shortcomings of existing adaptation models in scenar-

ious where multiple kinds of disturbances may be present - inparticular examining

how different distal learning problems associated with different classes of disturbance

can affect adaptation within alternative cerebellar-based learning architectures - and

outline the computational challenges associated with extending these existing models.

Focusing on the specific problem in which the potential disturbances are miscali-

brations of vision and proprioception and changes in arm dynamics during reaching,

a unified model of sensory and motor adaptation is derived based on the principle

of Bayesian estimation of the disturbances given noisy observations. This model is

able to account parsimoniously for previously reported patterns of sensory and motor

adaptation during exposure to shifted visual feedback. However the model addition-

ally makes the novel and surprising prediction that adaptation to a force field will also

result in sensory adaptation. These predictions are confirmed experimentally. The suc-

cess of the model strongly supports the idea that the motor system maintains multiple

components of adaptation, which it updates according to theprinciples of Bayesian

estimation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Both our bodies and our environment are constantly changing. In order to continue to

execute accurate, efficient movements, it is imperative that we are able to recognize

any such change and adapt future movements accordingly.

A popular theory of how our brains achieve accurate control over our bodies is that

the brain explicitly represents the characteristics of ourbody and environment through

internal models- networks in the brain whose input/output characteristicscapture the

functional relationship between our motor commands and their consequences.As we

will describe in the next chapter, these internal models canbe used directly for con-

trol, planning and for estimating the state of our bodies (Wolpert et al., 1998; Kawato,

1999). As the relationship between motor commands and outcomes changes, the inter-

nal model can be adapted, enabling accurate control over ourbodies to be maintained.

There are, however, a wide variety of ways in which our movements may be dis-

rupted. In this thesis, I will examine the implications of these different kinds of dis-

turbances for models of human motor adaptation and considerhow to extend existing

models to account for patterns of human adaptation in scenarios where multiple differ-

ent kinds of disturbance may be present.

1.1 Visual vs dynamic disturbances

Through fatigue, atrophy, growth, ageing, exercise, disease, etc., the properties of our

musculo-skeletal system may change. The objects and tools we manipulate may also

change their properties over time, becoming heavier, lighter, stiffer etc. In a laboratory

setting, robotic devices are routinely employed to apply arbitrary forces to the hand or

arm. In all of these cases, the effect of a given motor commandon the state of our arm

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

will change, leading to errors in our movements. These kindsof disturbances will be

referred to asdynamics disturbances.

Besides changes in the dynamics of our body and environment,our motor perfor-

mance may also be disrupted if our visual feedback is distorted. Most movements we

make are guided by visual cues, such as the target of a reach, or throw. If the relation-

ship between the true state of the world and our visual observation of it is disrupted,

there will be errors in our movement. For instance, wearing glasses with strong lenses

can distort our visual field, causing us to misjudge the location of a target or our hand

and therefore make inappropriate movements. Prism lenses,which shift or invert the

visual field, are a more extreme example of this effect. In thelaboratory, computer

displays and virtual reality devices allow precise controlover the visual feedback a

subject receives and are widely used to induce adaptation. Amore natural example of

this kind of disturbance is the effect of refraction shifting the visually-perceived loca-

tion of an underwater target, while spear-fishing, for instance. In all cases, the visual

feedback of both the target and our end-effector is systematically altered. These kinds

of disturbances will be referred to asvisual disturbances.

Although these are very different kinds of disturbances, the movement error arising

from them may well end up being very similar. In both cases, a similar adjustment to

our motor commands must be made if the movement is repeated. So, in a way, it may

not really matter what the real cause of the error was. Indeed, as we discuss in Chap-

ter 2, most computational models of motor adaptation draw nodistinction between

the different possible causes of an error. They simply attempt to characterize motor

adaptation in terms of the effect that a movement error experienced during one trial

will generalize to performance in subsequent trials. If possible, however, the nervous

system should adapt differently according to the underlying cause of the error, since

different kinds of disturbances will affect future movements in different ways.

Consider, for instance, that we make an error while reachingto a visual target with

our right hand and then attempt a subsequent reach with the left hand. If our initial

miss had been due to a change in the dynamics of the right arm, then there would be no

need to make any adjustment to the subsequent movement with the left hand. However,

if the error really arose from a visual disturbance, then we clearly shouldalso adjust

our subsequent left-hand movement. On the other hand, if we reach with the right

hand, but to an auditory or proprioceptively defined target rather than a visual target,

we should ignore any visual disturbance, but still compensate for any disturbance to

the dynamics.
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Besides interlimb generalization, there can also be differences in how we should

generalize adaptation to different movements with the samelimb. Two movements

with similar hand displacements might require very different joint-angle displacements

if they have different initial arm postures. For a visual disturbance, such as a shift or

rotation of visual feedback, any two hand movements with thesame hand displacement

should be compensated for during planning in a similar way, regardless of the initial

posture of the arm. This is indeed how people generalize learning of rotated visual

feedback (Krakauer et al., 2000). By contrast, subjects generalize learning of dynam-

ics disturbances according to similarities in joint-angledisplacements (Shadmehr and

Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994). This clear difference in how visual and dynamics disturbances

are generalized establishes clearly that, rather than simply compensating for all move-

ment errors in a similar fashion, the motor system is able to recognize whether it is

experiencing a visual or a dynamic disturbance and adapt appropriately.

1.2 Task vs plant disturbances

Both the motor and visual disturbances described above affect motor performance in

a similar way - they modify the relationship between the motor commands sent to

the muscles, and the eventual outcome of the movement. The goal of the movement

remains the same, however the motor commands required to achieve it are altered.

However, this is not the only way in which motor performance may be disturbed.

Another possibility is that the requirements for successful completion of the task may

change, i.e. the desired outcome associated with a given stimulus might be liable to

change.

In many circumstances, the stimulus and the desired outcomeof a movement are

essentially equivalent. For example, in the case of reaching, the stimulus corresponds

to the location of an object in the visual field and the task is to move the hand to that

same location. This remains true even when visual feedback is tampered with or when

the dynamics of the arm change. However, there are numerous examples where this

is not the case. The most common examples are target-shifting paradigms, in which

the goal endpoint of a hand or eye movement is shifted mid-movement (McLaughlin,

1967; Magescas and Prablanc, 2006). In order to compensate for such perturbations

with relying solely on visual feedback, subjects must adjust the motor commands that

they execute in response to a given stimulus. However, the actual dynamics of the arm

remain the same.
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Another example where this kind of disturbance can arise is in the vestibulo-ocular

reflex (VOR). In the VOR, vestibular signals containing information about the angular

velocity of the head trigger a movement of the eyes to stabilize gaze. If the visual field

is enlarged with lenses, the eyes must move faster for the same head angular velocity

in order to stabilize gaze. However. the dynamics of the eye remain the same as before.

We will refer to this kind of disturbance as atask disturbance, since it amounts

to a change in the relationship between the stimulus and the conditions for successful

completion of the task. We will refer to the more conventional dynamic and visual

disturbances asplant disturbancessince they both affect the relationship between the

motor commands and the resulting movement.

Though these examples are from laboratory situations, there are more natural cir-

cumstances in which task disturbances can occur. A sportsman preparing to catch or

strike a moving ball must initiate his movement based on the state of the ball mid-

flight, before it arrives in the position at which he will actually make contact. Should

the dynamics of the ball (i.e. flight or bounce characteristics) change, future move-

ments should be adjusted. This is another example of atask disturbance- i.e. a change

in the relationship between the stimulus (the mid-flight state of the ball) and the desired

outcome (the catching/striking location).

Again, it is important to be able to distinguish this kind of disturbance from plant

disturbance. A task disturbance should be compensated for regardless of the effector

being used. The learned compensation, however, should ideally not be generalized to

other behaviours. For instance, changes in VOR behaviour caused by wearing magni-

fying lenses should not be generalized to other oculomotor behaviours such as smooth

pursuit, whereas a similar compensation for changes in eye dynamicsshouldbe gen-

eralized.

1.3 Distinguishing between different kinds of disturbance

The previous sections introduced three important categories of sensorimotor distur-

bances. It is important to adapt in a manner appropriate to each particular disturbance.

But if a given error could be the result of many potential disturbances, how is it pos-

sible to determine which was the true cause? One potential aid in solving this credit

assignment problem is that although the visual consequences of different disturbances

may be very similar in each case, the motor system receives additional cues about the

state of its body from proprioceptive feedback - afferents from muscle stretch recep-
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tors which provide information about the kinematic state ofthe arm. Under changes

in dynamics, proprioception will be affected similarly to visual feedback - both will

deviate from what was expected. However under visual disturbances, visual feedback

will again be disturbed, but proprioceptive feedback will match expectations. This

critical difference should enable the motor system to distinguish between visual and

dynamic disturbances by comparing visual and proprioceptive feedback with predic-

tions. In principle, errors due to task disturbances can similarly be distinguished since

both visual and proprioceptive feedback will match expectations.

The models of motor adaptation we will discuss in Chapter 2 all rely on a single

estimate of hand position. It is not clear exactly how these models should be extended

to incorporate multiple modalities. The relative contributions of visual and propriocep-

tive feedback to motor adaptation are still not entirely understood. It is easy to isolate

the contribution of proprioceptive information to adaptation by simply not giving vi-

sual feedback. Visual feedback is not necessary for adapting to dynamics disturbances

(Franklin et al., 2007), although learning is slightly faster when visual feedback is

additionally available, (Tong et al., 2002).

Isolating the contribution of vision by eliminating proprioceptive feedback is tech-

nically more difficult to achieve. Proprioceptive feedbackcan be partially masked by

vibrating the tendons of agonist/antagonist muscle pairs (Bock et al., 2007). Pipereit

et al. (2006) showed that learning of a 60◦rotation of visual feedback was not affected

by muscle vibration, but learning of a velocity-dependent force field was substantially

slowed. An alternative means to determine the contributionof proprioception in motor

adaptation is offered through ‘deafferented’ patients whohave suffered loss of propri-

oceptive sensation. Ingram et al. (2000) demonstrated thatone such patient was able to

adapt to an increase in visual feedback gains, (i.e. a cursorwhich moved slightly fur-

ther than the hand). Another deafferented patient was reported by (Bernier et al., 2006)

to be able to show comparable performance to healthy controlin a 30◦visuo-rotation

learning task. However, evidence from deafferented patients is difficult to interpret

since these patients have typically developed highly specialized compensatory strate-

gies to cope with their impairment, and thus may not tell us very much about adaptation

in healthy subjects.

Collectively, however, the results from tendon vibration experiments and studies

of deafferented patients appear to suggest that proprioception is only relevant during

learning of dynamic perturbations, and that visual perturbations are learnt using visual

feedback alone. Indeed, Krakauer et al. (1999) suggested that kinematics and dynamics
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are learnt independently using visual and proprioceptive feedback, respectively. Their

argument was supported by an experiment assessing the extent to which learnt visual

and dynamic disturbances interfere with one another. They found that subjects who

learnt a 30◦clockwise visual rotation showed strong retention of learning the next day

despite having performed a secondary dynamics adaptation task which required an

opposing compensation. This secondary learning session, in which an inertial load

was attached to the arm, occured immediately after exposureto the visual rotation, but

was learned without visual feedback. The results imply thatthe representation of the

kinematic and dynamic components of the compensation were entirely independent.

Though this result supports the idea that visual and dynamicdisturbances are repre-

sented independently, and potentially trained by different modalities, subsequent stud-

ies have failed to corroborate this finding in more general settings. Tong et al. (2002)

found that learning to compensate for a position-dependentforce, instead of an iner-

tial load,did interfere with recall of a previously learnt visual rotation. Adaptation to

changes in dynamics is also accelerated when visual feedback is available, suggesting

that it cannot be purely driven by proprioceptive feedback.

Adaptation to visual disturbances is known to be multifaceted, comprising both

sensory and motor components - some of which may be liable to interference by sub-

sequent adaptation even in the absence of visual feedback. Proprioception is also no-

toriously liable to drift when visual feedback is not available. Indeed visual feedback

is largely believed to maintain proprioceptive calibration.

It is well known that humans integrate visual and proprioceptive information dur-

ing state estimation in order to decrease the negative effects of sensory noise. Similar

advantages might also be obtained if vision and proprioception were integrated during

adaptation. In Chapter 4, we propose an alternative model ofhow vision and propri-

oception can be combined to optimally guide adaptation among multiple components.

We apply the principles of Bayesian estimation to derive a learning rule which charac-

terizes the optimal way to integrate visual and proprioceptive feedback to guide adap-

tation. Within this framework, we can also easily incorporate prior knowledge about

the statistical properties of different kinds of disturbance, to reflect the fact that, e.g.

proprioception drifts out of calibration much more often than vision. Our model gives

rise to novel and surprising predictions which we tested experimentally. Details of the

experimental methods and results are given in Chapter 5.
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1.4 Overview of thesis

In Chapter 2 we review existing approaches to modelling human motor adaptation.

In Chapter 3 we examine the implications of adapting to task vs plant disturbances.

We show that these two kinds of disturbances give rise to different distal learning

problems which have contrasting effects on learning withindifferent adaptive control

architectures (Haith and Vijayakumar, 2009, 2007).

In Chapter 4 we focus attention on the question of how information from mul-

tiple sensory modalities should be used to guide adaptationamong multiple compo-

nents. We begin by reviewing existing computational modelsof sensory integration

and adaptation which we then extend to derive a Bayesian model of concurrent sen-

sory and motor adaptation (Haith et al., 2008b,a). This model makes strong and novel

predictions. Experiment which we carried out to test these predictions are described in

Chapter 5.

Chapter 6 concludes the thesis, discussing the implications of our experimental

results, the limitations of the models we have presented andthe scope for extending

the Bayesian framework in the future to account for other experimental phenomena.





Chapter 2

Modelling human motor adaptation

In this chapter, we review existing approaches to modellinghuman motor adaptation.

We begin with the concept of internal models, reviewing the evidence for internal-

model based control, and providing a sketch of how such internal models may be

represented and learnt in the cerebellum. We then introducethe idea of state-space

models as a way of linking the internal model framework to behavioural data. These

adaptation rules have an appealing Bayesian interpretation in which subjects are as-

sumed to adapt byinferring the properties of their bodies and the environment from

noisy observations of the outcome of their movements. We review existing Bayesian

models of motor adaptation, arguing that that it provides a powerful framework for

modelling motor adaptation, particularly where there may be multiple different kinds

of disturbance which may have caused the error.

2.1 Internal models

The dynamics of any moving system to be controlled, e.g. the arm, can be charac-

terized by a differential equation linking the current state, θt (e.g. joint angles and

velocities), and control signals,ut (joint torques or muscle activations), to changes in

the state:

θ̇t = f (θt ,ut). (2.1)

The system under control is often referred to as theplant. One way of controlling

the arm is to plan some desired sequence of state changesθ̇∗t , and select appropriate

motor commands at each instant in order to execute this plan.In order to do this, it

is necessary to invert Equation 2.1, representing the required motor command at each

9
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instant as a function of the current state and the desired change in state:

ut = f−1(θt , θ̇
∗
t ). (2.2)

It has been widely hypothesized that the brain explicitly represents these mappings

throughinternal models- networks in the brain whose input/output functionality mir-

ror the relationship between current states, desired states and control described by

Equations 2.1 and 2.2 (Wolpert et al., 1998; Kawato, 1999). Forward models, repre-

senting Equation 2.1, can be used to obtain a rapid estimate of the state of the body

following an issued motor command, without needing to rely on large delays in sensory

feedback. Inverse models, representing Equation 2.2, can be used directly for control,

offering a means to compute the necessary motor command to achieve a particular de-

sired change in statėθ∗. As the dynamics of our bodies change, these internal models

adapt accordingly so that accurate motor commands can continue to be executed and

accurate predictions about changes in limb state can continue to be made.

What is the evidence in favour of the internal model hypothesis? If a perturbing

force field is applied to the hand, subjects initially exhibit large movement errors, but

these errors gradually diminish with practice. If the forcefield is suddenly removed

after the subject has adapted to it, movement errors are observed in the opposite di-

rection to the initial ones in the force field (Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994). These

aftereffectsimply that accurate movements in the force field are achievedby feedfor-

ward control, rather than simply increasing feedback gains, an effect which is certainly

consistent with the idea that inverse models are used for control.

However, this effect could also occur due to memorization ofthe required motor

commands to achieve the task. A prediction which is more specific to internal models

concerns their flexibility. The same inverse dynamics modelcan be used for a variety

of different tasks simply by changing the desired change in state,θ∗t . Thus, if people

do use such an inverse dynamics model for control, changes indynamics learnt while

performing one task should generalize to other tasks. Conditt et al. (1997) demon-

strated that this is indeed the case. Subjects who adapted toa velocity-dependent force

field while making a series of straight reaching movements were subsequently able to

successfully execute a circular movement in the same force field. This generalization

implies that a single dynamics model is shared across different tasks - strong evidence

in favour of inverse models.

As well as forming inverse models of objects being controlled, it may be advanta-

geous to learn a model of the forward dynamics of the arm (i.e.Equation 2.1). Pre-
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dictions of a forward model can help to augment noisy sensoryfeedback to improve

estimation of the current state,θt . Wolpert et al. (1995) demonstrated that subjects’ es-

timates of hand position under the influence of perturbing forces are indeed biased by

predictions of a forward model which has no knowledge of the perturbing forces. Dur-

ing saccades, where no sensory feedback is available at all,such a forward model may

provide the only estimate of the current state (Chen-Harriset al., 2008) to an internal

feedback controller or inverse model.

It should be noted that, more recently, the mathematical framework ofoptimal feed-

back controlhas been proposed as a theory of human motor coordination (Todorov and

Jordan, 2002; Scott, 2004). Optimal feedback control models essentially propose that,

rather than computing a planned sequence of state changesθ∗t and selecting actions

according to an inverse model as in Equation 2.2, actions areselected according to a

more general movement policy which depends only on the current state, elapsed time

t and the goal of the movement,

ut = π(θt , t), (2.3)

eliminating the need to separately represent a desired trajectory θ∗t . Algorithms for

computing such optimal policies typically rely on a known forward dynamics model

(Todorov and Li, 2005). Trajectories of human subjects following adaptation reflect

accurate knowledge of the new dynamics (Izawa et al., 2008).Exactly how optimal

control policies may be represented and adapted in the brain, and indeed whether they

are at all, is at present poorly understood.

In addition to forward and inverse dynamics models, internal models might repre-

sent any kind of functional relationship between variablessuch as a forward kinemat-

ics mapping between arm state in joint angle coordinates andhand state in an extrinsic

coordinate frame. In fact, in this thesis, we argue that the brain represents multiple

different kinds of internal models.

2.2 Computational models of motor adaptation

In general, we assume that an internal model attempts to approximate some function

with inputx and outputy, with

y = f (x). (2.4)

Note that, for the time being, we suppress the temporal dependence on the inputs and

outputs and assume thaty is scalar. The case thaty is multidimensional can be treated
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as simply learning a different internal model for each dimension.

From a purely theoretical perspective, an effective way to represent such a function

is via a linear combination of basis functions:

f̂ (x) = Σiwiψi(x)

= wTψ(x).
(2.5)

This linear representation is flexible enough to represent abroad class of functions,

provided a suitable set of basis functionsψ is chosen. A typical set of basis functions

is a set Gaussian radial basis functions:

ψi(x) = exp

{
(x−ci)

2

2l2

}
(2.6)

having different centresci . The linearity of Equation 2.5 in the parametersw ensures

that, regardless of the nature of the basis functionsψ, learning the optimal parameters

is always straightforward. Suppose we wish to minimize the mean squared estimation

error

E =
1
2

Z (
y− f̂ (x)

)2
dx. (2.7)

As each new pair of input/output observations(y,x) becomes available, we can im-

prove our estimate by adjusting the parametersw by gradient descent,

∆wi = −η ∂
∂wi

1
2

(
y− f̂ (x)

)2

= −η
(
y− f̂ (x)

)
ψi(x)

= −η ỹ ψi(x),

(2.8)

whereη is some arbitrary learning rate and ˜y ≡ y− f̂ (x) is the error in the internal

model output. Thus, the appropriate adjustment to the combination weights is propor-

tional to both the approximation error ˜y and the output of each basis functionψ(x).

While the more simplistic generalized linear model approach to learning internal

models described in the section is largely motivated by theoretical considerations, this

kind of model also has an appealing neural interpretation, with y representing the firing

rate of a particular neuron,x representing the firing rates of presynaptic neurons, and

the parametersw representing the corresponding synaptic weights. In principle, more

sophisticated nonlinear regression algorithms such as locally weighted learning meth-

ods (e.g. Vijayakumar et al. (2005)) can also be employed as more abstract models of

internal model learning (Shibata and Schaal, 2001; Mitrovic et al., 2008).
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Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of the Marr/Albus cerebellum model. Granule cell

firing rates g1:n are combined linearly according the weights w1:n at the parallel fibre-

Purkinje cell synapse, yielding cerebellar output c. Climbing fibre firing rate e signals

error in c, which modulates synaptic plasticity.

2.2.1 Internal models in the cerebellum

Where exactly in the brain internal models are represented is not precisely known.

Many brain regions contribute to the control of movement, however the cerebellum

appears to be of particular importance for predictive control (Bastian, 2006). Dam-

age to the cerebellum results in impairments in compensating for interaction torques

between limb segments (Bastian et al., 1996), adapting to altered dynamics (Smith

and Shadmehr, 2005; Rabe et al., 2009) and adapting to altered visual feedback (Rabe

et al., 2009; Baizer et al., 1999). Iimaging studies of healthy subjects during have

also revelaed heightened activity of the cerebellum duringadaptation (Imamizu et al.,

2000).

While the equations given above for representing and adapting internal models

(Equations 2.5 and 2.8) were motivated by theoretical considerations, they correspond

closely to models of cerebellar learning. A simplified schematic of the structure of the

cerebellum is shown in Figure 2.1. The sole output pathway ofthe cerebellum comes

via the axons of the Purkinje cells. The major input pathway arrives via granule cells,

whose long axons travel in parallel lines along the surface of the cerebellar cortex,

and are thus known asparallel fibres. These parallel fibres pass through the dendritic

tree of thePurkinje cells, with which they form synapses. There are also numerous

interneurons such as basket cells and stellate cells which we neglect for the sake of

simplicity.
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Mathematically, let us denote the parallel fibre input byz(t) and its output byc(t).

In this model, the cerebellar outputc(t) = C(z(t)) is given by a weighted sum of par-

allel fibre activities:

c j(t) = ∑
i

wi j pi(t), (2.9)

where,pi(t) is the activity (i.e. firing rate) of theith parallel fibre andwi j is the strength

of the synapse between theith parallel fibre and thejth Purkinje cell. This can be

written more compactly in vector notation as

c(t) = WTp(t). (2.10)

Learning occurs through adaptation of the synaptic weightsW over time.

The other major input to the cerebellar cortex arrives via the climbing fibres. These

synapse directly onto the Purkinje cell. The sparse coverage of the climbing fibres

(each Purkinje cell forms synapses with only one climbing fibre) and their relatively

low firing rates (∼ 1Hz) suggest that this input does not directly influence Purkinje

cell activity in any significant way. Rather, the climbing fibres exert their influence by

modulating synaptic plasticity between the parallel fibresand Purkinje cells.

A classical theory of cerebellar learning is the Marr-Albus-Ito theory (Marr, 1969;

Ito, 2000). In this framework, climbing fibre activity is assumed to directly convey the

error in the cerebellum’s output. Despite having been around for some 40 years now,

there is still considerable controversy surrounding this idea Simpson et al. (1996). In

the VOR, the climbing fiber signal does indeed seem to relate to retinal slip (which

constitutes an error signal in this case), though it is unclear exactly whether this error

signal directly represents retinal slip or the error in outgoing motor commands (Wolpert

et al., 1998; Yutaka Hirata and Highstein, 2004). In other behaviours, it is not so clear.

During reaching, for instance, the climbing fibre signal does contain some error infor-

mation, but also information about destinations of movements Kitazawa et al. (1998).

It is still not clear exactly what information in general is represented in climbing fibres,

however it appears that performance or prediction errors are strongly reflected in the

pattern of climbing fibre activity. For the purposes of this thesis, we assume that the

firing rate of climbing fibres encodes some transformed version of the error in task

performance (e.g. in sensory or motor coordinates).

If the climbing fibre signal is taken to be equal to the error inthe cerebellar out-

put, then the learning rule of Equation 2.12 is, in fact, a reasonable approximation to

the true plasticity laws at the Purkinje cell-parallel fibresynapses (Fujita, 1982). We
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therefore assume that the error in the cerebellar output is equal to

et = c∗t −ct . (2.11)

The synaptic plasticity rule becomes

∆W = p(t)Te(t). (2.12)

In reality, negative errors are not possible, however the ‘firing rates’ in this rule can be

interpreted as deviations from some baseline firing rate. Analternative possibility is

that different cells code for positive and negative errors.

In summary, there is strong evidence that internal models are represented at least

partially in the cerebellum, and that these internal modelsare learnt and adapted in an

error-driven fashion. We adopt the learning rule given by Equation 2.8 as a model of

error-driven learning in the cerebellum due to its biological plausibility, mathematical

simplicity and flexibility.

Equation 2.11 states that the climbing fibre signal should beequal to the error in

the cerebellar output. The nature of this error depends on the particular role of the

cerebellum in control. Furthermore, this error may not be precisely known, since all

that can be measured by the subject is the sensory consequence of this error. This leads

to a so-calleddistal learning problem. In Chapter 3 we describe two alternative models

of how internal models learnt in the cerebellum can be used for control. In one model,

the cerebellum learns a forward model, while in the other, the cerebellum learns an

inverse model. We will examine the impact of the distal learning problem in these two

models under different types of sensorimotor disturbance.

2.3 From continuous to discrete descriptions of inter-

nal models

The previous section offers one sketch of how internal models might be represented

and adapted in the brain. In practice, however, it has provedvery difficult to test such

models based on neurophysiological data. However, changesin an internal model may

be difficult to isolate at the neurophysiological level, they do lead directly to readily

measurable behavioural consequences. Thoroughman and Shadmehr (2000) and later

Donchin et al. (2003) proposed that subjects adapt to an external perturbing force field

by building an internal model of the external force as a function of hand velocity.
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Behaviouarally, subjects’ feedforward control patterns are most easily quantified

by measuring the directional error in the initial part of their hand trajectories (before

the influence of feedback control kicks in). As shown by Donchin et al. (2003), this

scalar measure of performance error can be related to the subject’s internal model by

averaging actual and predicted forces over the duration of amovement, yielding scalar

estimatesf and f̂ of the force field and the subject’s estimate of it respectively. The

hand position error is then given by

ỹn = D( fn− f̂n)+ εn, (2.13)

whereD is a stiffness coefficient transforming forces into hand positions andε is motor

execution noise. Representing the force field and internal model as functions of a

whole movement rather than functions of state enables a compact representation of the

state of learning, while retaining the most behaviourally-relevant aspects of the internal

model, and greatly simplifies the analysis of behavioural data.

Crucially, if the internal model is represented and adaptedas a generalized linear

model with a gradient descent learning rule as in Equation 2.8, then this scalar rep-

resentation of the internal model will also be linear in the error. Consequently, the

changein the subject’s reaching performance from trial to trial will also depend lin-

early on the error in the previous trial, butnot on the underlying parametersw. The

update to the internal model is given by

f̂n+1 = Af̂n+Bỹn, (2.14)

where,B is the rate of learning andA is a forgetting factor describing how quickly the

prediction of the internal model decays back to zero over trials. This model predicts a

series of hand position errorsyn, which are generated according to, and in turn modify,

the state of the internal modelf̂n. These state-space models yield very close agreement

with subject data even in random force fields (Donchin et al.,2003).

As presented here, this system describes adaptation of reaches to a single target.

Extensions to multiple targets are also possible, in which casef and f̂ become vectors

describing the true dynamics and the internal model of the dynamics along the different

target directions.B becomes a vector describing how learning in the current direction

is generalized to other directions. The pattern of this generalization can also be learnt

from data.

In theory, the nature of generalization depends strongly onthe shape of the basis

functions in the representation of the underlying internalmodel. Ideally, we would
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like to find out about the underlying basis functions from theparameters of the state-

space model. However, while it is relatively straightforward to go from continuous

to discrete descriptions of internal models, attempting toreverse engineer a neural

representation of an internal model from a state-space model is much more difficult.

Though attempts have been made (Donchin et al., 2003), in general it is not possible

without making very strong prior assumptions about the formof the basis functions,

since many different kinds of representations can give riseto identical behaviour.

State space models have emerged as a valuable tool for characterizing and quanti-

fying motor adaptation (Cheng and Sabes, 2006, 2007). However, while the behaviour

predicted by a state-space model may be consistent with an underlying internal model-

based representation, a good state space model fit does not necessarily imply the ex-

istence of such an underlying representation. In this sense, the state-space model ap-

proach may be considered more phenomenological in spirit than the more connection-

ist approach described in the previous section.

There may be other very good reasons why human adaptive behaviour is well-

described by the state-space approach. As we describe in thenext Section, the kind of

error-driven adaptation rules emerging from these models may in fact be theoptimal

way to adapt based on behavioural-level considerations rather than low-level neurolog-

ical detail.

2.4 Bayesian models of motor adaptation

One difficulty with the models of adaptation presented aboveis that the learning rateη
in Equation 2.8 appears to be entirely arbitrary. We can easily estimate this parameter

by fitting the model to data, but it is not clear from the modelswhy adaptation occurs

at the rate it does. Even the choice of gradient descent updates in the first place was

entirely arbitrary. In principle, one-shot learning mighteven be possible, i.e. subjects

should be able to adapt to a step change in the environment given a single observation

of their errors. The fact that learning does seem to be well-described by a more in-

cremental gradient-descent rule could perhaps be due to biological constraints at the

synaptic level. A more plausible explanation, however, is that the error signal used

for adaptation is unreliable, and therefore a more cautiousapproach is adopted when

updating the parameters. A one-shot learning strategy or large learning rate would be

liable to suffer from severe fluctuations in performance dueto adaptation to the noise

rather than any true change in the dynamics. On the other hand, too slow a learn-
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Figure 2.2: Basic 1-dimensional Kalman filter model. On trial t, hand position yt de-

pends noisily on motor command ut and an unknown disturbance rt . In addition, the

disturbance r is assumed to vary smoothly, but randomly between trials.

ing rate would lead to more stable adaptation but might be unnecessarily slow if the

environment is changing relatively rapidly. A balance mustbe achieved.

This intuition about appropriate learning rates can be formalized through a Bayesian

approach to modelling motor adaptation, an idea first proposed by Korenberg and

Ghahramani (2002). The key idea behind the Bayesian approach is that, rather than

following a gradient descent learing rule with an arbitrarily chosen learning rate, we

view the subjects as attempting toinfer the disturbances based on his observations.

We consider a probabilisticgenerative modelof the outcome of a series of reaching

movements, i.e. a model which gives us the full probability distribution of both dis-

turbances and resulting hand positions. We assume that the relationship between final

hand positionyt and motor commandut is given by

yt = ut + rt + εt , (2.15)

whereεt ∼ N(0,σ2) represents the combined effects of motor execution noise and

observation noise, andrt is the average effect of an external force over the duration

of the movement, analogous tofn in the state space model in Equation 2.13. We also

assume that the disturbancert is itself liable to fluctuate randomly from trial to trial

according to

rt+1 = rt +ξt , (2.16)

whereξt ∼ N(0,Q). This generative model is illustrated in Figure 2.2.

The subject maintains an estimate of the disturbance on eachtrial as a probability

distribution over possible disturbances. We assume that, after trial t −1, the subject’s

belief is described by a Gaussian with mean ˆrt−1|t−1 and variance (i.e. uncertainty)
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Pt−1|t−1, i.e.

p(rt−1|ut−1,yt−1) ∼ N(r̂t−1|t−1,Pt−1|t−1). (2.17)

The subscriptedt−1|t−1 indicates that this is the estimate ofrt−1 given observations

from trials up toand includingtrial t −1.

Before the start of the next trail, the subject must predict what the disturbance

will be. He should do so according to his statistical model ofhow the disturbances

vary over time, i.e. Equation 2.16. The appropriate updatesto the subject’s estimates

are found by considering the joint probability ofrt−1 and rt and marginalizing over

possible values ofrt−1:

p(rt|ut−1,yt−1) =
Z

p(rt |rt−1,ut−1,yt−1)p(rt−1|ut−1,yt−1)drt−1. (2.18)

This leads to a Gaussian prior over the disturbance on trialt,

p(rt) ∼ N(Ar̂t−1|t−1,Pt−1|t−1+Q), (2.19)

where we have suppressed the conditioning on observations in previous trials. We

write the prior mean as

r̂t|t−1 = Ar̂t−1|t−1 (2.20)

and the prior variance

Pt|t−1 = Pt−1|t−1 +Q. (2.21)

The subscriptedt|t−1 indicates that this is the estimate ofrt given observations from

trials up tot −1, butnot trial t.

The subject selects his movement on each trial according to the desired hand posi-

tion y∗ and the predicted disturbance so that

E [yt ] = y∗t , (2.22)

which is achieved by selecting

ut = y∗t − r̂t|t−1. (2.23)

As new observations become available, the subject updates his estimates according

to Bayes’ rule:

p(rt |yt ,ut) =
p(yt |rt,ut)p(rt)

p(yt |ut)
. (2.24)

The prior p(rt) is as described above1. The likelihood p(yt |rt,ut) is given directly

by Equation 2.15.p(yt |ut) is just a normalizing constant which doesn’t depend onrt

1Note that in the general statement of Bayes rule this should be p(rt |ut), however we assume that
the disturbancert does not depend on the motor commandut and so is equal top(rt)
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and can be ignored, since we are dealing with Gaussians whichare easy to normalize

anyway. We can then calculate the posterior: Theposterior, p(rt |yt ,ut) is therefore

given by

p(rt |yt ,ut) ∝ p(yt |rt ,ut)p(rt)

∝ exp

{
−1

2

[
(rt−(yt−ut))

2

σ2 +
(rt−r̂t|t−1)

2

Pt|t−1

]}

∝ exp

{
−1

2
[rt−wy(yt−ut)−(1−wy)r̂t|t−1]

2

wy(1−wy)

}
,

(2.25)

wherewy =
Pt|t−1

σ2+Pt|t−1
.

Equation 2.25 describes a Gaussian probability distribution overrt with mean2

r̂t|t = wy(yt −ut)+(1−wy)r̂t|t−1 (2.26)

= r̂t|t−1+wy(rt + εt − r̂t|t−1) (2.27)

and variancePt|t = wy(1−wy) =
σ2Pt|t−1

σ2+Pt|t−1
. The subscriptt|t indicates that these pa-

rameters relate to the estimate ofrt given observations up toand includingtime t.

Throughout this thesis, wherever we write just ˆrt in the context of a Bayesian adap-

tation model - typically for clearer comparison with other,non-Bayesian models - we

refer to the prior estimate ˆrt|t−1 since this is the estimate which is used for selecting

the motor commandut .

This Bayesian adaptation model we have derived here is essentially a 1-dimensional

Kalman filter. Note that the update to the mean of the disturbance estimate is linear

in the observed error, much like the state-space models described earlier. Indeed, as

long as the variance of the execution noiseσ2 remains constant, the Kalman gain will

converge to a constant given enough trials, making it even more similar to a state-space

model.

Note the resemblance of the update between the prior and the posterior given in

Equation 2.27 and the gradient descent learning rule given in Equation 2.8. Neglecting

the noise termεt (i.e. concentrating on theexpectedupdate), both updates are linear

in the error in estimating the disturbancert . One key difference between the Bayesian

model and a state-space model is that, in the Bayesian model,the adaptation rate is

determined by the noise structure of the underlying model, rather than being an open

parameter. Specifically, the adaptation rate depends on theobservation noiseσ2 and the

variability of the disturbance,Q. The Bayesian model predicts that if either of these

2Note the similarity between Equation 2.27 and the cue combination procedure described later in
Section 4.1. One way of interpreting the inference is as a cuecombination procedure, with the prior
acting as one ‘cue’ and the observation another.
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change, the rate of adaptation will change in a predictable way. Burge et al. (2008)

tested this idea in a visuomotor adaptation paradigm in which a cursor representing

hand position was artificially shifted. The observation uncertainty σ2 was manipu-

lated by blurring a cursor representing hand position. The disturbance variability was

manipulating by randomly changing the disturbance from trial to trial with different

levels of variabilityQ for different subject groups. In both cases, subjects’ adaptation

rates changed in accordance with the predictions of the Bayesian model, with learning

slower for more blurry targets and faster for more variable disturbances.3

2.4.1 More general Bayesian models

The model presented in the previous section is highly simplified. However it represents

the key aspects of the Bayesian approach to modelling motor adaptation. It would not

be exaggerating to say that all Bayesian models in some senseamount to variations on

the generative model illustrated in Figure 2.2. Where individual models differ is in the

specific details of their generative models: the number of unknown disturbances, the

number and nature of the observations, the structure of the conditional dependencies

between disturbances and observations and between disturbances on different trials.

Regardless of the nature of this generative model, taken together with an appropriate

criterion for selecting the motor commandut on each trial, the properties of the genera-

tive model specify a model of human motor adaptation throughthe normative principle

that subjects adapt by optimally inferring the disturbances, given their observations.

Whenever the generative model is linear, with Gaussian noise, the inference of

the disturbances corresponds to a Kalman filter. In general,there will be a vector of

disturbancesr t , which vary from trial to trial according to

r t+1 = Atr t +ξt , (2.28)

with ξt ∼ N(0,Qt). There will also be a vector of observationszt , which depend lin-

early on the disturbances via

zt = Htr t + εt , (2.29)

with εt ∼ N(0,Rt). H is called theobservation matrix. The motor commandut will

affect either in the observationzt or in the observation matrixHt , or both.

3It is worth noting that the fact that subjects were able to actually learn the change in disturbance
variability is not predicted by the model, which proposes that subjects assume that this variability is
constant.
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As before, the subject maintains an estimate of the disturbance after each trial

p(r t−1|zt−1) ∼ N(r̂ t−1|t−1,Pt−1|t−1). (2.30)

In the prediciton step of the Kalman filter, the subject formsa prediction about trial

t based on the posterior from trialt−1:

r̂ t|t−1 = At r̂ t−1|t−1 (2.31)

Pt|t−1 = AT
t Pt−1|t−1At +Qt . (2.32)

After trial t, the subject updates his prior estimate to a posterior:

Kt = Pt|t−1HT
t

(
HtPt|t−1HT

t +Rt
)−1

(2.33)

r̂ t|t = r̂ t|t−1 +Kt
(
zt −Ht r̂ t|t−1

)
(2.34)

Pt|t = (I −KtHt)Pt|t−1. (2.35)

There are two key things worth noting about these update equations: i) The update

to the mean is always linear in the prediction error, i.e.

r̂ t|t = r̂ t|t−1+Kt(Hr t + ε− r̂ t|t−1). (2.36)

ii) If the matricesAt , Ht , Qt andRt remain constant, then the update matrixKt (often

referred to as the Kalman gain) converges to a constant over time, as does the un-

certaintyPt|t . Simulations of human motor adaptation according to this model also

typically include an initialization phase to allow the Kalman gain and uncertainty to

converge to appropriate values, to eliminate any dependence on the arbitrarily-chosen

prior uncertaintyP1|0.

All of the models we consider in this thesis are linear and Gaussian and the infer-

ence can therefore be solved by these equations. In cases where there are nonlinear

relationships between variables or non-Gaussian random variables involved, there is

a wealth of literature on appropriate methods for calculating the posterior disturbance

estimates. The general problem of inferring a dynamic latent variable online given a

sequence of previous observations is referred to in the statistics and machine learning

literature asfiltering. Nonlinear dynamics can be handled by extensions to the Kalman

filter - the extended Kalman filter or unscented Kalman filter.In general, sampling-

based methods such as the particle filter can provide an arbitrarily good approximation

to the exact posterior, though the computational complexity may be high.
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2.4.2 Previous Bayesian models of motor adaptation

As we noted in the previous section, the Bayesian framework can lead to equivalent

predictions to those given by state-space models when the generative model isstation-

ary, i.e. when the parametersA, Q, H andR are fixed. For non-stationary models,

however, the Bayesian modelling framework makes very strong predictions about how

adaptation will proceed.

Returning to a simple example with a one-dimensional disturbancert and a one-

dimensional observationzt , suppose the observationzt is unavailable for a few trials,

for instance while performing saccades in the dark, how willthis affect the estimate of

the disturbancert and subsequent learning? Formally, this can be modelled by setting

the observation uncertaintyR to infinity. Note that this is different from setting the

observation mappingH to 0. The consequence of this in terms of the updates is that

the Kalman gainKt becomes zero (from Equation 2.33), therefore the posteriormean

and uncertainty remain the same as the prior (Equations 2.34and 2.35).

The only changes to the disturbance estimate over time come from the prediction

updates in (Equations 2.31 and 2.32). The disturbance mean ˆrt is multiplied by A.

SinceA is typically a number just less than 1, this corresponds to a gradual ‘forgetting’

of the disturbance over time. The disturbance uncertaintyPt increases on each trial by

Q, though the multiplication byA means that the variance is bounded as the number of

blind trials tends to infinity. The consequence of this increase in uncertainty is that the

rate of learning will be much faster once the observation is restored. Effectively, the

weight on the prior in Equation 2.26 is reduced. So the Bayesian framework makes two

specific predictions about what will happen if a subject is deprived of sensory feedback

- firstly, that there will be some forgetting of the disturbance and secondly, that the rate

of adaptation when feedback is restored will be faster.

Körding et al. (2007b) proposed a Bayesian model of saccadeadaptation supported

by the fact that both of these phenomena are exhibited in saccade adaptation in mon-

keys (based on data from (Kojima et al., 2004)). Their model is illustrated in Figure

2.3. The model of Körding et al. also contained multiple disturbance components with

different timescales and variabilites, i.e.A andQ were diagonal 30×30 matrices.The

intuition behind these multiple components is that different sources of error have dif-

ferent characteristic timescales, e.g. illness and fatigue. In terms of the data, these

multiple components with different timescales can accountfor changes in adaptation

rate during repeated gain-up/gain-down training, also know assavings, even when vi-
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Figure 2.3: Bayesian saccade adaptation model with multiple timescales proposed in

(Körding et al., 2007b). Eye position yt depends on motor command ut and multiple

unknown disturbances r1:n. Each disturbance is assumed to have different timescale of

decay and random variability between trials.

sual feedback is not removed. Note, however, that the ability of the model to account

for savings, and the ability to predict forgetting when sensory feedback is deprived, do

not depend on any Bayesian assumptions. A similar state-space model makes identi-

cal predictions (Smith et al., 2006). The key insight from the Bayesian model is that

prolonged sensory deprivation will lead to an increase in uncertainty, which will then

lead to more rapid adaptation.

The experiments on saccade adaptation were limited to extended blocks of either

full sensory feedback of performance or blocks of total darkness. The study by Burge

et al. (2008) also held visual feedback quality fixed for extended blocks at a time. It

is possible that these changes in adaptation rate occurred gradually over the course

of the block. The Bayesian model, however, predicts that therate of adaptation will

be continually adjusted from one trial to the next, rather than just across blocks. Wei

and Körding (2008) investigated the potential of the Kalman filter model to account

for human behaviour under these conditions by presenting subjects with a cluster of

cursors which were either very close (high feedback certainty), or spread out (low

feedback certainty). They found that, although the predictions of the Kalman filter

model did not match human behaviour exactly, the rate of learning on individual trials

did depend strongly on the quality of feedback on each individual trial.

Besides changes in the quality of observations, there may also be changes in the

form of the observations, i.e. in the observation matrixH. Krakauer et al. (2006)

proposed a model of motor adaptation under switching contexts in which two differ-

ent contextsc1 andc2 were modelled by different observation matricesH1 andH2.
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Figure 2.4: Bayesian model of adaptation under switching contexts proposed in

(Krakauer et al., 2006). Hand position yt depends on motor command ut and two un-

known disturbances r1 and r2. However, the context c determines exactly how the

disturbances influence the hand position.

The strength of the model in explaining the data depends crucially on the way un-

certainty is handled in the Kalman filter model. The specific setting for their model

was adaptation of reaching movements to a rotation of visualfeedback. The two con-

texts corresponded to movement of the hand using either onlythe wrist or only the

shoulder. Again, the performance on each trial is modelled as a single observationyt ,

corresponding to the initial directional error of the cursor. According to the model, the

subject assumes that the disturbance may be related to either hand movement, or arm

movement or possibly both. Thus there are two latent disturbance components to be

estimated:r =
(
rhand, rarm

)
. The subject believes that these vary over time according

to the usual state dynamics given in Equation 2.16.

If only the wrist is being moved, then the cursor position is given byyt = ut + rhand.

If the arm is also moving, then the cursor position is given byyt = ut + rhand+ rarm.

More succinctly, this can be written in terms of two different observation matrices,

H1 = (1, 1) andH2 = (1, 0). The model is illustrated in Figure 2.4 This model is

able to account qualitatively for a wide variety of phenomena observed experimentally

- particularly the fact that learning was transferred from the arm to the wrist but not

from the wrist to the arm. After optimizing the open parameters in the model, the

model was able to provide a good quantitative fit to the average subject performance.

Finally, Berniker and Körding (2008) considered the problem of credit assignment

between intrinsic and extrinsic sources of error. Intrinsic sources of error correspond

to changes in arm dynamics due to e.g. fatigue, injury etc. Extrinsic sources of error

correspond to external perturbations from the environmentor a tool being used. They
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Figure 2.5: Graphical model illustration of model from (Berniker and Körding, 2008).

A variety of parameters influence the hand position. Some parameters relate to the

body (intrinsic), e.g. arm inertia I , joint viscosity Bm, while others relate to the world

(extrinsic), e.g. object inertia M, object viscosity Bext.

hypothesized that the intrinsic components of adaptation would generalize to the other

arm, while the intrinsic components would not.

Unlike in the previous models, adaptation took placewithin trials, with variables

updated six times during each movement. The model is illustrated in Figure 2.5. The

dynamics of the arm are modelled as

I(q)q̈+C(q, q̇)q̇+Bmq̇+Kmq = τmotor+ τworld + τnoise. (2.37)

The authors assume that the subject approximates the inertia matrix I(q), a matrix-

valued function of limb postureq, with a single matrixÎ which does not depend on

q. Similarly the Coriolis matrix-valued functionC(q, q̇) is approximated by a single

matrix Ĉ. They give little justification for this approximation. During the course of

a reaching movement, the inertia of the arm is likely to vary substantially, although

across many trials, the inferred value would likely fluctuate around the mean value

over the six time-steps sampled per trial.

2.5 Summary

In summary, the notion of internal models has proven to be a very succesful framework

for accounting for patterns of human motor adaptation - formulated either in terms of

a continuous function describing the dynamics of the body indetail, or as a finite-

dimensional state-space representation which is more convenient for comparison with

experimental data.
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Human motor adaptation appears to be well-described by a gradient-descent learn-

ing rule on the parameters of the internal model. An alternative interpretation of this

adaptation is that subjects attempt toinfer the properties of their bodies and environ-

ments given noisy observations of their performance. This Bayesian view of motor

adaptation gives rise to a richer model in which uncertaintyabout properties of the

world also plays a prominent role in adaptive behaviour. Several experiments have

now demonstrated that human behaviour at least partially reflects uncertainty in inter-

nal model learning as predicted by the Bayesian model.

The Bayesian framework provides a principled means to determine the rate of adap-

tation, and also a principled means to determine the assignment of credit among mul-

tiple potential sources of error. All of the generative models presented in the previous

section contained multiple disturbances which are assumedto represented as distinct

components of adaptation. In all of these cases, the credit assignment problem is solved

by applying prior knowledge about the statistics of the disturbances and the way in

which they affect performance, which are captured in the generative model.

All of these models contain only a single observation of performance. As we ar-

gued in Section 1.3, exploiting information from multiple different modalities - in par-

ticular vision and proprioception - is likely to be of critical importance in determining

the true cause of an error among multiple potential sources.In Chapter 4 we propose a

Bayesian model of motor adaptation in which both visual and proprioceptive observa-

tions of performance are available, and in which multiple different kinds of disturbance

affect these observations in different ways. This model makes strong predictions about

how humans will adapt, which we test experimentally in Chapter 5.





Chapter 3

Distal learning in cerebellar-based

motor adaptation models

In this chapter, we examine the computational challenges associated with adaptation

to both task and plant disturbances. We examine two alternative models of cerebellar-

based motor adaptation - one based on a feedforward architecture and one based on

a recurrent architecture. We show how both models face adistal learning problem

in which the relationship between observed performance errors and errors in internal

model output is not known precisely. The nature of the two different distal learning

problems is related to the distinction between task and plant disturbances. We ex-

amine the implications for behaviour both theoretically and through simulations of

the vestibulo-ocular reflex, saccades and reaching, and consider possible solutions to

overcome the distal error problem.

3.1 Task vs plant disturbances

In general, a motor control task involves generating appropriate motor commands in

response to some stimulus to bring about a desired outcome. There are two funda-

mental types of change which can alter what the appropriate motor commands are in

response to a given stimulus (see Figure 3.1). Firstly, the relationship between the

motor commands and the resulting outcome can be altered. This typically involves

changes in the motor plant dynamics (e.g. through injury, disease, growth or ageing);

however some changes which are more kinematic in nature, such as distortions of vi-

sual feedback, can also be grouped into this category. We will refer to disturbances of

this kind asmotor disturbances.

29
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of task vs motor adaptation. Task adaptation is compensation

for changes in the mapping between stimulus and desired outcome. Motor adapta-

tion is compensation for changes in the mapping between motor command and actual

outcome.

A second kind of change is in the relationship between the initial stimulus and the

desired outcome following that stimulus. This kind of change is more subtle than the

previous one but examples do occur in the context of most motor behaviours - either

naturally or under experimental conditions. After such a change, the original response

to the stimulus will no longer be appropriate and a new pattern of responses must be

learnt. We refer to these kinds of disturbance astask disturbances.

In many circumstances, the stimulus and the desired outcomecan be considered to

be equivalent. For example, in the case of reaching, the stimulus is the location of an

object in the visual field and the task is to move the hand to that same location (note

that this is true even when visual feedback is tampered with). Nevertheless, there are

numerous examples where the stimulus-desired outcome relationship is not so trivial

and subject to change. As we will describe in later sections,many common experimen-

tal paradigms in oculomotor adaptation actually fall into the latter category rather than

the former. Adaptation to these kinds of changes can also be induced in reaching tasks

(Lurito et al., 1991; Magescas and Prablanc, 2006) where they are sometimes referred

to as ‘non-standard mappings’ or ‘transformational mappings’ (Shadmehr and Wise,

2005).

We examine the problem of adapting to both kinds of disturbance within two al-

ternative cerebellar-based adaptive control architectures based on the kinds of error-

driven learning models introduced in the previous chapter.Before going into the de-

tails of the different architectures, we will first illustrate the discussion with a concrete

example in which both kinds of sensorimotor change occur naturally - the vestibulo-

ocular reflex (VOR).
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of the VOR.

3.1.1 Kinematics and Dynamics of the VOR

The vestibulo-ocular reflex in mammals acts to stabilize gaze during head rotations

by counter-rotating the eyes. The characteristics of this reflex are not fixed, but can

be modified through experience in response to changes in conditions which lead to a

reduction in performance. After a suitable amount of training under these new condi-

tions, the VOR becomes recalibrated so that even in the dark,the response of the VOR

is altered (Boyden et al., 2004).

For illustrative purposes, and since the oculomotor plant is known to have negligi-

ble inertia (Robinson, 1964), we consider a first-order dynamics model of the oculo-

motor plant. We denote the current eye position byy. The relationship between the

motor commandu and the resulting eye velocitẏy (see Figure 3.2) is determined by

the forward dynamics of the oculomotor plant,

ẏ = P(y,u). (3.1)

The inverse dynamics model is correspondingly defined as

u = P−1(y, ẏ∗). (3.2)

The inverse dynamicsP−1 map the current eye positiony and desired eye velocitẏy

to a motor commandu which would achieve that eye velocity when acting through the

plant.

The desired outcome in this case is that the gaze be stabilized, i.e. that the eye

velocity ẏ be equal to some gaze-stabilizing eye velocityẏ∗. Any deviations of eye

velocity from this desired value will be perceived as retinal slip - movement of the

visual image across the retina. We denote this retinal slip by ˜̇y and it is given by

˜̇y = ẏ∗− ẏ. (3.3)
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In most VOR models, desired eye velocity is taken as equal andopposite to head

velocity, i.e. ẏ∗ = −ẋ. However, in general this is not the case. Most VOR gain

adaptation experiments work by directly manipulating the relationship between head

velocity and desired eye velocity, not by changing the properties of the oculomotor

plant. This includes any experiment using prisms or lenses and vestibular mismatch

experiments in which an external visual stimulus is moved concurrently with head

movements to alter the gaze-stabilizing eye velocity required for a given head velocity.

If the stimulus is moved in phase with head movements, this achieves a change in the

gain of the required response.

VOR adaptation therefore cannot be regarded as simply a process of learning the re-

lationship between motor commands and resulting movement of the oculomotor plant.

Fundamental to VOR adaptation is that the kinematic relationship between the stimulus

(vestibular signal, indicating head velocity) and the desired outcome (gaze-stabilizing

eye velocity) is also subject to change and must be compensated for, as illustrated

in Figure 3.2. As well as the experimental manipulations described above, this kine-

matic component also encompasses more natural disturbances such as off-axis effects

(Coenen and Sejnowski, 1996) and inaccuracies or nonlinearities in the relationship

between the vestibular signal and the true head velocityẋ. VOR adaptation must, ei-

ther explicitly or implicitly, reflect learning of this relationship as well as of the plant

dynamics.

Mathematically, we can describe this relationship as a function mapping head ve-

locity ẋ and current eye positiony to a desired eye velocitẏy∗,

ẏ∗ = S(y, ẋ) (3.4)

and a corresponding inverse mapping

ẋ′ = S−1(y, ẏ). (3.5)

ThistaskmappingSrelates the current head velocityẋ to an appropriate gaze-stabilizing

eye velocityẏ, while S−1 gives the head rotatioṅx′ that would have required an eye

movemenṫy to stabilize gaze.

Hence, from Equations 3.2 and 3.4, the overall mapping whichmust be learnt is a

composite function

u∗ = P−1(y,S(y, ẋ)). (3.6)

This equation states exactly how each kind of mapping describing either the plant (P)

or the task (S), influences the required motor commandu.
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In general, we can describe any task disturbance in terms of afunction mapping

the stimulusx (e.g. observed target location) to desired outcomey∗ (e.g. desired hand

location). We refer toSas thetask.

3.2 Alternative architectures for cerebellar-based adap-

tive control

It is well known that the cerebellum plays a critical role in VOR adaptation. Although

a variety of brainstem circuitry contributes to the VOR, thebasic reflex is largely me-

diated by a fast three-synapse pathway in the brainstem (Boyden et al., 2004). This

brainstem pathway is augmented by an adaptive pathway through the cerebellum. It

is known that among its many inputs, the region of the cerebellum involved in the

VOR receives a variety of parallel-fibre inputs including vestibular-related signals and

efferent copies of outgoing oculomotor commands (Hirata and Highstein, 2001).

Two distinct kinds of control architectures have previously been proposed as mod-

els of this circuitry. Most commonly, the brainstem and cerebellar pathways are mod-

elled as having a purely feedforward organization (Gomi andKawato, 1990; Kawato

and Gomi, 1992; Shibata and Schaal, 2001), disregarding themotor command effer-

ent copies. This model, with afeedforward architectureis illustrated in Figure 3.3(a).

More recently, Porrill et al. (2004) have argued that the efferent copy inputs may in

fact be of critical importance and should not be ignored. They propose a model of

VOR adaptation in which efferent copy informationaloneis sufficient for successful

adaptive control. This model, in which the cerebellum is connected with the brainstem

via a recurrent architecture, is illustrated in Figure 3.3(b).

These two alternative models of VOR adaptation each effectively assume that ei-

ther the feedforward or the recurrent (efferent copy) inputs to the cerebellum dominate,

with the other inputs playing a more minor role in generatingthe cerebellar output. The

true contributions from each of these pathways to the cerebellar output is unknown. Al-

though both architectures are capable of generating appropriate motor commands, the

nature of the internal model learnt and the respective learning capabilities and dynam-

ics turn out to be quite different, particularly in how they perform under task vs plant

disturbances.

We use the model of cerebellar learning presented in Section2.2.1. Recall that this

model proposes that the cerebellar output is constructed from a weighted combination
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of the inputs to the cerebellum,

ct = WTpt , (3.7)

and that these weights are adapted according to an error-driven gradient descent learn-

ing rule,

∆W = −β c̃tpT
t . (3.8)

Here,c̃t is the error in the cerebellar output at timet. We do not, however, have direct

knowledge of this error. The error in performance can only bemeasured in terms of

retinal slip. This poses a distal learning problem which canbe solved by transforming

the observed outcome error (retinal slip˙̃y in the case of the VOR) into an error in the

cerebellar output̃c.

In order to do this, we need to know exactly what the desired output of the cere-

bellum is. As we shall see, this depends critically on whether the cerebellum is being

used in a feedforward or a recurrent architecture. Previousanalyses of cerebellar VOR

adaptation have tended to consider only plant disturbances, neglecting the fact that

experiments typically employ task disturbances.

If we assume that head velocity and desired eye velocity are always equal and

opposite, the error in the cerebellar outputc̃ under the feedforward architecture is equal

to the error in the motor command,

c̃ = u∗−u. (3.9)

As we shall see below, this motor error can be estimated from the retinal slip by trans-

forming it through an inverse model of the plant dynamics. Under the recurrent archi-

tecture, on the other hand, Porrill et al. (2004) have shown that the error in the cerebel-

lar output is equal to the raw retinal slip signal˙̃y and thus the distal learning problem

is circumvented. However, their analysis was restricted toadaptation to changes in the

oculomotor plant dynamics.

We will now examine learning within each of these architectures in the case that the

taskS, i.e. the relationship between head velocity and the gaze-stabilizing eye velocity,

is also subject to change. In both cases, we require an expression for the error in the

cerebellar output,̃c, in terms of the observed output error (retinal slip,˙̃y, in the case of

the VOR).
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(a) Feedforward Architecture

(b) Recurrent Architecture

Figure 3.3: Schematic of feedforward and recurrent architectures. In the feedforward

architecture, output from cerebellumC is combined with output from brainstem B to form

the motor command u which is sent to the plant P. The task Sspecifies desired output

given stimulus x. Sensory error ỹ must be transformed through an inverse model of the

plant to reflect error in the cerebellar output. In the recurrent architecture, cerebellum C

receives output of the brainstem as input and sends its ouput as input to the brainstem.

Sensory error must be transformed through inverse model of the task S.
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3.2.1 Learning in the Feedforward Architecture

Referring to the feedforward architecture shown in Figure 3.3(a), the inputs to the

cerebellum in this model are head velocityẋ and head positionx (ẋ is omitted from

the figure for clarity). We assume that an optimal cerebellarmodelC∗ exists. This

corresponds to a set of optimal weightsW∗ for the cerebellum model outlined in the

previous section. The error in the cerebellar output is thengiven by

c̃(x, ẋ) = C∗(x, ẋ)−C(x, ẋ), (3.10)

and we wish to express this in terms of the retinal slip˙̃y.

The motor command is generated by combining the output from the brainstem and

cerebellum

u = C(x, ẋ)+B(x, ẋ), (3.11)

whereB(x, ẋ) describes the brainstem dynamics. Similarly for the optimal cerebellum

model

u∗ = C∗(x, ẋ)+B(x, ẋ). (3.12)

Noting that the optimal motor commandu∗ is given byP−1(y,S(y, ẋ)), we can see that

the optimal cerebellum modelC∗ satisfies

C∗(x, ẋ) = P−1(y,S(y, ẋ))−B(x, ẋ). (3.13)

The cerebellum must therefore learn a composite of a forwardtask model and an in-

verse dynamics model, while also compensating for the contribution from the brain-

stemB.

Now, taking the difference between Equations 3.11 and 3.12 and comparing it to

Equation 3.10 illustrates that we can express the error in the cerebellar output as:

c̃ = u∗−u, (3.14)

that is,̃c is equal to themotor error. Rewriting the right hand side of Equation 3.14 in

terms of the inverse plant model (Equation 3.2), we have

c̃ = P−1(y, ẏ∗)−P−1(y, ẏ). (3.15)

For linear plant dynamics, we can directly simplify and rewrite the expression in terms

of the retinal slip˙̃y,

c̃ = P−1(y, ˙̃y). (3.16)
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For nonlinear plant dynamics, Equation 3.15 can be approximated by the first term of

the Taylor expansion ofP−1 about(y, ẏ):

c̃≈ JP−1(y, ẏ)ỹ, (3.17)

whereJP−1(y, ẏ) is the Jacobian ofP−1 at the point(y, ẏ).

Equations 3.16 and 3.17 show that the error in the cerebellaroutput can be cal-

culated from the retinal slip via the inverse dynamics of theplant, i.e. the inverse of

the mapping from motor commands to observed outcome. We assume that some inter-

nal model is available to compute this, which may reside elsewhere in the cerebellum

(Wolpert et al., 1998). Alternatively, the error signal might be the direct output of a

feedback controller, (Gomi and Kawato, 1990; Shibata and Schaal, 2001). In any case,

if the plant dynamics change, the transformation of the sensory error into motor error

will still reflect the old dynamics and we can no longer be confident that our estimate

of the cerebellar output error is accurate. The required training signal is, however,

independent of the taskS.This is an important but usually overlooked advantage of

employing this kind of feedforward learning architecture.

In general, then, we expect learning under the feedforward architecture to be im-

paired (i.e. converge more slowly) or even made entirely unstable (not converge at all)

following a change in the motor command-outcome (dynamics)mapping. However,

we expect learning to be unaffected by a change in the kinematics.

3.2.2 Learning in the Recurrent architecture

Next, we derive an expression for the error in the cerebellaroutput in terms of the

measured retinal slip for the recurrent architecture (Figure 3.3(b)), following a similar

argument to Porrill et al. (2004). We assume that the inputs to the cerebellum are the

head positionx and the afferent motor commandu (the head-position input is omitted

in Figure 3.3(b) for clarity).

We begin by noting that the input to the brainstem model is given byC(x,u)+ ẋ,

which is equal to the motor command transformed under the brainstem inverse model,

i.e.,

u = B(x,C(x,u)+ ẋ) (3.18)

=⇒ C(x,u)+ ẋ = B−1(x,u). (3.19)

Again, as in the feedforward case, we assume there exists an optimal cerebellar model
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C∗ which yields exactly the desired motor command (this corresponds to optimal

weightsW∗ in the cerebellum model outlined previously).

Note that the motor commandu would be optimal for some alternate head velocity

ẋ′, i.e.

C∗(x,u)+ ẋ′ = B−1(x,u), (3.20)

with ẋ′ = S−1(y,P(y,u)), by definition ofS−1 from Equations 3.1 and 3.5. Rearranging

this, we have

C∗(x,u) = B−1(x,u)−S−1(y,P(y, u̇)). (3.21)

Under the recurrent architecture then, the cerebellum mustlearn a composite of a for-

ward dynamics model and an inverse task model. This is in direct contrast to the

feedforward case in Equation 3.13.

Taking the difference between Equations 3.19 and 3.20, we can express the cere-

bellar output error as:

C∗(x,u)−C(x,u) = ẋ′− ẋ

= S−1(y, ẏ)−S−1(y, ẏ∗).
(3.22)

If we assume thatS is linear then we can express this directly in terms of the retinal

slip,

c̃(x,u) = S−1(y, ˙̃y). (3.23)

If S is nonlinear, we can use a first order Taylor approximation asbefore,

c̃≈ JS−1(y, ẏ) ˙̃y, (3.24)

whereJS−1(y, ẏ) is the Jacobian ofS−1 at the point(y, ẏ).

Equations 3.23 and 3.24 show that the error in the cerebellaroutput is given by the

retinal slip transformed via the inverse of the taskS, i.e. the inverse of the mapping

from the stimulus to the desired outcome. This can be thoughtof as an error in the

original vestibular signal̇x.

So in general, we expect learning under the recurrent architecture to be impaired

under task disturbances but not plant disturbances. This reveals a duality between

the feedforward and recurrent architecture models. The properties of learning in the

feedforward architecture are mirrored by those of learningin the recurrent architecture

with the roles of the two kinds of transformation reversed.

Although we have illustrated the argument with the specific example of the VOR,

the arguments presented here are entirely general and can beapplied to any other motor
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(a) Plant disturbance

(b) Task disturbance

Figure 3.4: Example of dynamic and kinematic transformations. a) A change in the

viscosity field of the oculomotor plant. b) Effect of rotation of visual feedback on image

velocity during head rotations.

behaviour. Furthermore, the only point at which linearity was assumed was in the final

step in each derivation combining the terms in Equations 3.15 and 3.22. For nonlinear

P andS, a Taylor expansion gives a simple approximation to the cerebellar output error

in terms of the observed output error, provided the error is not too large.

3.2.3 VOR simulations

In order to test the performance of each of the two alternative VOR models in adapting

to a range of task and plant disturbances, we simulated adaptation of a 2 degree-of-

freedom oculomotor plant under a range of transformations of the kinematics and the

plant dynamics. The simulated oculomotor plant had simplified dynamics initially

given by

ẏ = u, (3.25)

and an initial relationship between head velocity and gaze-stabilizing eye velocity

given by

ẏ∗ = −ẋ. (3.26)
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(a) Feedforward Architecture
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(b) Recurrent Architecture

Figure 3.5: Timecourse of adaptation for VOR model using 3.5(a) feedforward architec-

ture and 3.5(b) recurrent architecture. Both figures display average normalized mean

squared eye velocity error (retinal slip), averaged over 10 trials. Different traces show

response to different conditions - either a change in dynamics (viscous curl field) or a

change in kinematics (visual field rotation) of differing magnitudes.

To simulate a change in the relationship between motor command and observed

outcome, we changed the dynamics from the ordinary resistive viscosity field described

by Equation 3.25 to a viscous curl field (Figure 3.4(a)) in which there is an angleφ
between the eye velocity and the force, i.e.

u = P1ẏ, (3.27)

where

P1 =

(
cosφ sinφ
−sinφ cosφ

)
. (3.28)

Due to the first-order dynamics assumed here, this had the effect of rotating the angle

of actuation for a given motor command.

To change the relationship between head velocity and gaze-stabilizing eye veloc-

ity, we employed a rotation of the visual field (Figure 3.4(b)) by angleψ. Following

this transformation, the desired eye velocity is rotated byangleψ relative to the head

velocity, i.e.

ẏ∗ = S1ẋ∗, (3.29)

where

S1 =

(
cosψ sinψ
−sinψ cosψ

)
. (3.30)
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In all experiments, the head position repeatedly traced outa figure-of-eight:

x(t) =

[
sin(0.1t)

sin(0.2t)

]T

. (3.31)

All experiments were run 10 times, with different initial positions around the figure-

of-eight on each trial. Full implementation details are given in Appendix B.

First, we tested the performance of the feedforward architecture in adapting to

the visuomotor rotation. Analyzing the normalized mean-squared (nMSE) velocity

error (i.e., retinal slip), we found no significant difference in the learning rate when

adaptation to different magnitudes of rotation (ψ = [15,135]) were compared. Figure

3.5(a) plots the average nMSE over time forψ = 45◦ which is representative of all

values ofψ. The error bars represent one standard deviation above and below the

mean.

We then tested the performance of the feedforward architecture in adapting to novel

dynamics. Figure 3.5(a) plots the evolution of the nMSE overtime for different values

of φ. For φ = 15◦, performance is the same as under the visuomotor rotation. As φ
increases, however, the rate of learning is reduced. Error bars representing standard

deviation across runs with differing initial conditions are plotted for theφ = 60◦ case

to show that the difference from the 15◦ case is significant (error bars on other plots

are omitted for clarity). Atφ = 90◦, the VOR no longer converges and updates of

the cerebellar weights no longer improve performance. Thisis equivalent to always

moving perpendicularly to the direction of steepest slope.For φ > 90◦, changes in the

cerebellar weights led to deteriorating performance and unstable adaptation.

For the recurrent architecture, we first tested the performance under the change in

dynamics. Forφ < 60◦, we found no significant difference in performance between

different values ofφ. For larger values ofφ, however, the recurrent loop tended to

become unstable after a period of initial improvement. Figure 3.5(b) shows the nMSE

over time forφ = 45◦ which was representative of all trials forφ < 60◦.

Finally, we tested the performance of the recurrent architecture in adapting to the

visuomotor rotation. Results from these trials are also plotted in Figure 3.5(b). Again,

for clarity, error bars are only plotted for representativetransformations. Forψ = 15◦,

performance is similar to that under the change in the dynamics. Forψ = 45◦, however,

the adaptation is significantly slower. Forψ = 50◦ and greater, the recurrent loop

tended to become unstable resulting in an exponential increase of the error over a very

short timescale. The plots have therefore been curtailed atthis point. The initial rate
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of improvement in performance is nevertheless reflective ofthe quality of the estimate

of the cerebellar output error.

For the linear models considered in this section, the problem of instability in the

brainstem-cerebellum loop under the recurrent architecture can be attributed to the

eigenvaluesλ of the matrixBC (refer Figure 3.3(b)) having magnitude|λ| > 1. The

output at timet is given by

uT = ∑T
t=1B(ẋt +Cut)

= ∑T
t=1Bẋt +BCut .

(3.32)

Thus, if the matrixBC has any eigenvalue with magnitude greater than 1, the motor

command will grow exponentially over time. A given desired motor output can still

be computed with the recurrent architecture (i.e. Equation3.21 can still be satisfied

along with stability requirements) if a different value ofB is used. It may be possible

to avoid entering into unstable regions of the parameter (cerebellar weight) space by

also adaptingB, using the output ofC as a training signal. This ‘learning transfer’

from C to B would steer the loop away from regions of instability by ensuring thatC∗

(which would now depend onB) would tend asymptotically to 0. Learning transfer

of this kind is supported by physiological evidence (Boydenet al., 2004) and Porrill

and Dean (2007a) have suggested it may be used as a mechanism to enhance VOR

response at high frequencies. So, although, problematic, the instability issues with the

recurrent architecture do not preclude it as a biologicallyplausible model of cerebellar

learning.

In summary, as predicted by the theory, performance of the feedforward architec-

ture was impaired following changes in the oculomotor plantdynamics, but was not

affected by changes in the kinematics. Performance of the recurrent architecture, on

the other hand, was affected by changes in the kinematics butnot by changes in the

dynamics.

3.3 Saccades

So far we have described adaptation of the VOR in response to two distinct kinds of

disturbances and described how two existing cerebellar-based learning frameworks are

each well-suited to learning one of these kinds of transformation but not so well-suited

to the other. In this section we show how these same argumentscarry over to the

saccadic system and in particular, we use this example to examine the effect on the

timecourse of adaptation more closely.
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Figure 3.6: Illustration of target shifting paradigm.

Figure 3.7: Simplified saccadic adaptation framework

Saccades are rapid eye movements used to change gaze fixationfrom one point

to another. It is known that saccades are planned as a difference vector in retinotopic

coordinates between the current fixation point and the desired fixation point (Hopp

and Fuchs, 2004). An open-loop sequence of motor commands based on this difference

vector is then issued to guide the eye to the planned new position, with the eye typically

following a minimum-jerk-like trajectory (Harris and Wolpert, 1998).

The gain of a saccade is the ratio between the distance of the planned saccade

and the distance the eye ultimately moves. Under ordinary circumstances the gain of

the saccadic system should be equal to 1, but through physical changes to the eye

or experimental intervention, the gain of saccades can change leading to systematic

errors in the saccadic endpoint. Whenever such errors are experienced, the gain of

the saccadic controller is adapted so as to reduce future errors. As in the VOR, this

adaptation is known to be cerebellar-dependent (Optican and Robinson, 1980).

3.3.1 Experimental saccade adaptation paradigms

Two different experimental paradigms have primarily been used to elicit adaptation of

saccadic gain. One method is to surgically weaken one or moreof the extra-ocular
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muscles. This procedure directly alters the plant dynamicsso that the same motor

command (stimulation of the extraocular muscles by motor neurons) will result in a

different (smaller) eye movement. Initially, the impairedeye will fall short of its target

but, after practice, will adapt and eventually exhibit moreaccurate saccades.

The saccadic gains for each eye are coupled - if one eye is patched while the other

undergoes gain adaptation, the gain of saccades in the patched eye will also change.

Therefore, by operating only on one eye and by alternately patching either the normal

eye or the weakened eye, adaptation can be repeatedly induced either from low gain

to normal gain (moving the patch from the weakened eye to the normal eye) or from

high gain to normal gain (moving the patch from the normal eyeto the weakened eye)

(Scudder et al., 1998).

An alternative, non-surgical method to elicit adaptation of saccadic gain is to shift

the position of the target during the saccade. Subjects are unable to see this movement

since vision is suppressed during saccades. If the target isshifted further away from

its original position, this has a similar effect to having weakened muscles in that there

is still some distance to go to the target at the end of the saccade. After many trials

(typically hundreds), the saccadic system adapts and the size of saccades changes to

reduce the endpoint error.

Although it is tempting to view the latter experimental paradigm as a way of sim-

ulating a change in the plant dynamics, it should, in fact, beviewed as a change in the

relationship between the stimulus the desired outcome, i.e. as a task disturbace, rather

than a plant disturbance. The plant dynamics, that is the relationship between mo-

tor commands and resulting eye movements, remain constant throughout. The shifted

target location depends only on the original position of thetarget and not on the inter-

mediate motor commands or the final eye position.

3.3.2 Implications for learning

Following the discussion of VOR adaptation in the previous section, we should like-

wise expect these different training paradigms to elicit different patterns of adaptation.

In the case of the VOR, adaptation to a rotation of the visual field under the recurrent ar-

chitecture was hampered by the fact that the estimate of the cerebellar output error was

rotated relative to the true error. In the case of saccadic gain adaptation under the target

shift paradigm, there is no rotation and, for the recurrent architecture, the estimate of

the cerebellar output error will remain parallel to the trueerror. This is analogous to a
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magnification or shrinking of the visual field for the VOR. Non-parallel, or ‘cross-axis’

shifting of saccade targets has been elicited in some studies but this is less commonly

done. Under the normal gain-up (gain-down) adaptation paradigm, however, errors in

movement will be exacerbated (diminished) and the estimated error in the cerebellar

output will therefore be inflated (or reduced). This will affect the rate of adaptation.

A similar argument applied to adaptation in the feedforwardmodel under changes in

the dynamics. For a weakened plant, the additional motor command required to suc-

cessfully reach the target will actually be greater than theestimate, which is based on

dynamics of a normal eye.

So while in the case of the VOR we showed how learning can fail completely under

drastic enough transformations, we will use the example of saccades to illustrate how

different architectures lead to different predictions forthe time-course of learning.

3.3.3 Saccade adaptation model

In order to make concrete arguments about the role of the cerebellum and the impact of

different training paradigms on the timecourse of learning, we introduce a simplified

model of the saccadic system, illustrated in Figure 3.7. In this section, for mathematical

simplicity, we represent all variables as scalars and assume all mappings are linear. The

stimulus,x, in this case is the initial target location relative to the current eye position.

The brainstemB issues a sequence of motor commands based on this target location

which we represent by a single scalaru characterizing its magnitude.

We model the plant dynamics as a simple linear relationship between motor com-

mandu and final eye positiony, i.e.

y = P0u, (3.33)

whereP0 denotes the normal plant dynamics. We model the surgical weakening of the

eye by replacingP0 with P1 in (3.33) withP1 < P0. To model the target shift paradigm,

we assume that the mappingSis linear, corresponding to a change in the required gain,

i.e.

y∗ = S1x (3.34)

so thatS1 is the new gain to be learnt. The baseline (i.e. before adaptation is elicited)

saccadic gain is assumed to be equal to 1. The distance remaining to the target̃y =

y∗ − y is the raw performance measure used to drive adaptation - analogous to the

retinal slip in VOR adaptation. We consider a simplified experiment in which saccades

are only made in one direction and the distancex to the initial target is constant.
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By analogy with the VOR, we assume the adaptive capabilitiesof saccades arise

from a cerebellar pathway working in tandem with the brainstemB and that the cere-

bellar weights are updated on a trial-to-trial basis based on an estimate of the cerebellar

output error.

We now seek to describe the time-course of learning mathematically under both

the feedforward and recurrent architectures, and examine how the various parameters

P1, S1 andx affect this time-course. Since saccade adaptation typically takes place

over timescales of thousands of saccades, it seems reasonable to adopt a continuous-

time approximation to simplify the derivations, rather than describing the trial-to-trial

learning dynamics as a discrete-time dynamical system.

3.3.3.1 Feedforward Architecture

First, we note that the motor commandu is generated as the sum of brainstem and

cerebellar outputs,

u = Bx+Cx. (3.35)

The observed error in the eye position is given byỹ = y∗−y. Substituting the expres-

sions fory andy∗ into this we obtain

ỹ = S1x−P1(Bx+Cx) (3.36)

and taking the time derivative we have

˙̃y = −P1xĊ, (3.37)

whereĊ corresponds to the rate of cerebellar weight adaptation as given by the cere-

bellar learning rule. We will assume the same gradient descent cerebellar learning rule

as we employed for VOR adaptation (Equation 3.8), i.e.

Ċ = βxP−1
0 ỹ. (3.38)

Note that we use the old dynamicsP0 and the not the new dynamicsP1 to approximate

the motor error, since the new dynamics are unknown. Substituting this into Equation

3.37 we obtain
˙̃y = −βx2P1

P0
ỹ. (3.39)

This can easily be solved to reveal exponential decrease in performance error over time.

Crucially this performance error is independent ofS1, i.e. the relationship between the

initial target location (the stimulus) and the shifted target location (desired outcome).
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Table 3.1: Dynamics of learning for different adaptation strategies

Model Error Dynamics

Feedforward ˙̃y = −βx2 P1
P0

ỹ

Recurrent ˙̃y = −βP1x
(

S1x−ỹ
P1x

)3
ỹ

3.3.3.2 Recurrent Architecture

For the recurrent architecture, as in the case of the VOR, themotor commandu satisfies

u = B(x+Cu). (3.40)

Rearranging and substituting this into the definition ofỹ we have

ỹ = S1x−
P1Bx

1−BC
. (3.41)

Taking the derivative with respect to time, we obtain

˙̃y =
−P1B2x

(1−BC)2Ċ. (3.42)

Again, Ċ is given by the cerebellar learning rule (Equation 3.8). According to

the theory presented in Section 3.2, the error in the cerebellar output is obtained by

transforming the observed eye position errorỹ via the inverse of the task mappingS.

In this case this yieldseC = ỹ (since we assume initiallyS= 1, i.e. the target does not

move) and the full cerebellar learning rule is then given by

Ċ = −βuỹ. (3.43)

Substituting this into the equation above we have

˙̃y = −βP1x

(
B

1−BC

)3

ỹ. (3.44)

Finally, by rearranging Equation 3.41 we can obtain an expression forB/(1−BC)

which we can substitute in here to obtain

˙̃y = −βP1x

(
S1x− ỹ

P1x

)3

ỹ. (3.45)

Table 3.1 summarizes the difference in learning dynamics between the two archi-

tectures. Note that these equations describe both the sensitivity to changes in the dy-

namics (P0 → P1) and to shifting of the target (S1 6= 1).
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The most significant different between the two architectures is in what parameters

affect the timescale of learning. The rate of learning in thefeedforward architecture

depends only on the initial plant dynamicsP0 (i.e. the dynamics model assumed to

estimate the motor error), the novel plant dynamicsP1 and the initial distance to the

target,x (regardless of whether or not it is subsequently shifted). It is independent of

any change in gain (i.e. target-shifting) so that no difference in learning rate should

be observed between large gain changes and small gain changes. In the recurrent

architecture, on the other hand, the adaptation rate depends on the novel plant dynamics

P1 and the target shift sizeS1, as well as the initial distance to the targetx.

Another notable difference is that the feedforward architecture predicts an expo-

nential decay of the learning rate over trials. The equationgoverning learning under

the recurrent architecture, on the other hand, is non-linear and does not predict purely

exponential decay. This is ultimately due to the fact the learning rule in Equation 3.8

was devised to minimize the error in the cerebellar output and this has a nonlinear

relationship with the performance errorỹ.

3.3.4 Simulation of saccade adaptation

We simulated trial-to-trial adaptation and subsequent recovery of saccades under both

the target shift and surgical weakening paradigms. In addition to the elements of the

model described above, we introduced signal-dependent noise in the motor command

so that the actual output of the plant on trialn was given by

yn = P1un(1+ εn), (3.46)

with theεn’s independent and drawn from a normal distribution,εn ∼ N(0, .052). The

value of.05 for the standard deviation of the distribution was chosento give a spread

of saccades and timecourse of learning which visually resembled the data presented in

(Straube et al., 1997). Similarly, a value of 2×10−5 was chosen for the learning rate

β. The same value was used for both the forward and recurrent architectures. Further

implementation details can be found in Appendix B.

Figure 3.8 shows the simulated data for adaptation and subsequent recovery to a

gain decrease of 30% induced by target-shifting. The top pair of figures shows the

data for adaptation under the feedforward architecture while the middle pair of figures

shows the data for adaptation under the recurrent architecture. Experimental data from

Straube et al. (1997) is shown below for comparison. Each dotrepresents the magni-
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tude of an individual saccade while the solid line displays the results of adaptation in

the noiseless case to more easily see the trend.

During the initial gain-down adaptation phase, the time-course of adaptation is

more or less indistinguishable between the feedforward andrecurrent architectures. In

the recovery phase, however, adaptation under the recurrent architecture exhibits an

initially linear decrease in the error over the first 500-1000 saccades, before becoming

more exponential-like as the gain approaches 1. Under the feedforward architecture,

on the other hand, a much sharper increase in performance is visible over the first 500-

1000 saccades, with a clearly exponential shape to the adaptation curve. It is plausible,

therefore, based on this analysis, that differences between architectures might have

observable consequences at a behavioural level. However, comparison with the data

from Straube et al. (1997) is inconclusive.

3.3.5 Comparison with experiments

Experimentally, the rate of saccade adaptation is typically estimated as the rate-constant

(measured in number of saccades) of an exponential curve fitted to the data. In the con-

text of our model, the trend of adaptation under the feedforward architecture truly is

exponential, while for the recurrent architecture, an exponential function still offers a

reasonably good fit, despite the nonlinearities in the adaptation dynamics.

An experiment by Scudder et al. (1998) directly compared thetimecourse of learn-

ing between the two paradigms. The learning rates were estimated by fitting exponen-

tials as described above. The authors found that, during gain-down adaptation, learning

under the target-shift paradigm was markedly faster than under the surgical weakening

paradigm, which is predicted by the feedforward architecture model, but not the re-

current architecture model. During gain-up adaptation, nosuch difference in learning

rates was observed. In this case, however, for the dynamics disturbance, adaptation

was being performed in the healthy eye, with the weakened eyepatched. Under the

feeforward model, the motor error in this case would be accurate if it were calculated

according a model of the normal dynamics of the eye. The patterns of adaptation found

in this study therefore tend to favour a feedforward model over a recurrent model.

Straube et al. (1997) examined how various properties of thetimecourse of sac-

cadic gain adaptation varied with the change in gain and withthe change in the initial

distance to the target under the target shifting paradigm. They found that changing the

size of the planned saccade had little effect on the rate constant of the fitted exponen-
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tial. Decreasing the gain, however did affect the rate of adaptation with more substan-

tial gain decreases having a larger rate constant and therefore slower adaptation. This

observation is certainly compatible with a recurrent architecture model. Under the

feedforward architecture, our simplified model predicts that a change in gain should

have no impact on the learning rate.

Not all saccade adaptation experiments follow the target-shifting paradigm we de-

scribed here. Robinson et al. (2003) performed an experiment in which the position of

the shifted target depended on the final eye position in such away that the perceived

error (̃y) remained constant, irrespective of the actual final eye position. A study by

Albano (1996) also varied the target location in response tothe eye position. Un-

fortunately, neither of these studies present any data on the timescales of adaptation,

which would potentially enlighten the present discussion.Precise control over the er-

rors experienced by subjects may enable a more detailed identification of the learning

algorithms at the cerebellar level. Methods like this also offer the possibility of di-

rectly simulating a change in the plant dynamics by shiftingthe target in a way which

is consistent with a weakened muscle.

Complicating the interpretation of these results within the context of our simplified

models is the fact that our model of cerebellar learning (Equation 2.12) can only be

taken seriously up to a point. In reality it is not clear exactly how real-valued (positive

or negative) variables such as this are really represented in terms of neural firing. At

a behavioural level though, the effect of errors on learning(i.e. the cerebellar learning

rule in our model) is only appears to depend strongly on the size of the error itself

(Straube et al., 1997) and even the sign of the error - overshoots are adapted to more

strongly than undershoots (Robinson et al., 2003). In otherwords, the actual learning

rule employed by the nervous system is certainly not linear in ỹ. Deviations from the

linear learning rule we have assumed could potentially havea far greater impact on

the time-course of learning than the difference between architectures. It is difficult,

therefore to draw any firm conclusions about the underlying cerebellar architecture for

saccade adaptation from behavioural data. Furthermore, itis impossible to discount

the fact that the behavioural trends we observe are governedprimarily by normative

principles (Körding et al., 2007b; Chen-Harris et al., 2008; Ethier et al., 2008), rather

than by low-level implementational details.

In conclusion, we have shown how the two primary experimental paradigms for in-

ducing saccadic gain adaptation are fundamentally different in nature - surgical weak-

ening of the extraocular muscles falls into the category of aplant disturbance, while the
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(a) Simulated Data

(b) Experimental Data

Figure 3.8: Comparison of simulated saccadic gain adaptation and experimental data

under the target-shift paradigm. Simulated saccade adaptation trials under the feedfor-

ward architecture (top) and recurrent architecture (middle). Each scatter dot indicates

gain of saccade for an individual trial. Solid black line indicates timecourse of learning in

the noiseless condition. Experimental data are shown at the bottom, reproduced from

(Straube et al., 1997) with permission.
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intra-saccadic shift paradigm is a task disturbance. Currently available data, however,

does not seem to be sufficient to infer both the learning rulesand the underlying cere-

bellar architecture. Nevertheless, we have highlighted how the timecourse of learning

can differ between the different learning architectures. Although we have illustrated

these aspects of the alternative cerebellar-based learning models in the context of a

relatively simple model, the basic insights in this sectionapply quite generally.

3.4 Reaching and catching

Arm movements are considerably more complex than eye movements, having more

degrees of freedom and nonlinear dynamics. Nevertheless, many of the control prin-

ciples observed in oculomotor control can be easily generalized to this setting, as we

shall describe in this section.

While the exact role of the cerebellum in reaching movementsis not entirely under-

stood, cerebellar involvement has been demonstrated in compensating for interaction

torques between limb segments (Bastian et al., 1996), adapting to altered dynamics

(Smith and Shadmehr, 2005), adapting to altered visual feedback (Baizer et al., 1999)

and in learning to manipulate an on-screen cursor (Imamizu et al., 2000). The role

of motor command generation in reaching is largely attributable to the primary motor

cortex (Todorov, 2000; Shadmehr and Wise, 2005). It therefore seems reasonable to

extend the cerebellar-based adaptation frameworks for theVOR from Section 3.2 to

model the cerebellum’s role in reaching adaptation.

Indeed, Schweighofer et al. (1998) have suggested that the cerebellum generates

feedforward motor commands which refine those generated by the cortex, effectively

assuming a feedforward cerebellar architecture. By contrast, Porrill and Dean (2007b)

have proposed a model of arm control which employs a recurrent cerebellar archi-

tecture to learn an inverse kinematics model of the arm. Eachof the architectures

considered in the previous sections might therefore be considered plausible abstract

models of the cerebellum’s role in the adaptive control of reaching.

As discussed in Chapter 1, the most common experimental paradigms for eliciting

adaptation of reaching movements include application of anexternal force field to the

hand via a robotic manipulandum (e.g., Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi (1994)), or tam-

pering with visual feedback - usually in the form of a rotation of the visual field about

the initial position of the hand (Krakauer et al., 2000). Both of these manipulations

amount to changing the relationship between the motor command and the eventual
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Figure 3.9: Schematic of human reaching model.

observed outcome, and are therefore categorized as plant disturbances.

A few studies have, however, explored adaptation to changesin the relationship

between stimulus and desired outcome. Magescas and Prablanc (2006) trained human

subjects on a target-shift paradigm similar to that commonly used in saccade adapta-

tion. A visual target was extinguished as subjects began thereach and reappeared in

a new position slightly shifted from the where it had been intially. The final location

of the target (i.e. the desired outcome) depends only on the initial stimulus and not

on the motor command. Subjects were able to adapt to the task and exhibited robust

aftereffects in subsequent reaches. Adaptation is, however, substantially slower com-

pared to adaptation to force fields or rotations of visual feedback (Diedrichsen et al.,

2005). This kind of disturbance corresponds to a task disturbance. The required motor

command in each of these cases is very similar, however the nature of learning under

the proposed cerebellar learning models is quite differentand, as in the case of the

VOR, depends on the cerebellar architecture assumed.

3.4.1 Reaching model

Reaching movements appear to be planned as a visually estimated difference vectordx

between current hand location and target location (Krakauer et al., 2000; Shadmehr and

Wise, 2005). A simplified model is illustrated in Figure 3.9.Based on this difference

vector, a suitable change in joint anglesdu is selected by the fixed controllerB. We

maintain our labelB for this controller from the previous model of the VOR where

it denotes ‘brainstem’, although here it denotes primary motor cortex. In general,

the ‘motor command’du will depend also on the current set of joint anglesu; for

simplicity, in our experiments, we consider a single initial joint positionu. The final

observed hand position is then given by the forward kinematicsP which represents a
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mapping from the change in joint anglesdu to a change in observed hand positiondy,

dy = P(du). (3.47)

Note that thisP includes both the forward kinematics of the arm, which map joint

angles into hand position, and any distortions of visual feedback such as a rotation of

visual feedback about the initial hand position.

Meanwhile, the target may be shifted mid-reach with the shift S determining the

difference vectordy∗ of the shifted target and, therefore the desired observed change

in hand position,

dy∗ = S(dx). (3.48)

The error̃y in the observed hand position is used to guide adaptation of the controller

and is given by the difference between the the actual and desired change in observed

hand position,

ỹ = dy∗−dy. (3.49)

Adaptation in our model is mediated by the cerebellar pathway which may be con-

nected with the motor cortexB through either a feedforward or a recurrent pathway.

We model the cerebellar output as being constructed from a weighted sum of radial

basis functions defined over the input space. The combination weights are learnt using

the same gradient-descent learning rule as in previous sections. The error in the cere-

bellar output was estimated by transforming the error in hand position appropriately

according to the architecture used, as described in Section3.2. For the feedforward

architecture, this corresponded to transforming the output error through a linearization

of the original inverse kinematics mapping (without any rotation of visual feedback

taken into account). For the recurrent architecture, this simply corresponded to using

the raw observed output error, since the initial stimulus-desired outcome mappingS is

simply the identity. More technical details are given in Appendix B.

We set up a 10×10 square grid of targets around the initial position of the hand

(given by the initial joint-anglesθ0 (see Figure 3.10(a)). The goal was to find a suitable

change of joint anglesdu such that the resulting change in hand position brought the

hand in line with the target.

Two separate disturbances were applied requiring adaptation, the first correspond-

ing to a task disturbance, the second a plant disturbance. Inthe first condition, we

implemented a target-shifting paradigm along the lines of the experiment presented in

(Lurito et al., 1991; Magescas and Prablanc, 2006). During the reach, the position of
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dx
Target

(a) Setup

Trial 20
nMSE = 0.16911

Trial 200
nMSE = 0.052247

(b) Feedforward, Visual rotation

Trial 20
nMSE = 0.24947

Trial 200
nMSE = 0.013514

(c) Recurrent, Visual rotation

(d) Feedforward Performance (e) Recurrent Performance

Figure 3.10: Learning kinematic control of a two-link planar arm. (a) Experimental setup

of arm and grid of observed targets. Difference vector dx is estimated from seen target

positions (which may be rotated from the actual positions) and this constitutes the stim-

ulus. (b)-(c) Grid of learnt hand positions following 30o visual rotation for feedforward

and recurrent architectures after 20 and 200 trials. Light grey grid shows the actual

(rather than seen) final location of targets. Dark grid shows the grid of hand positions

attained while testing reaching to all targets following the indicated number of training

trials. (d) - (e) Normalized global mean squared hand position error as a function of the

number of trials. Shaded regions indicate standard deviation of error across multiple

training runs with training targets presented in different (random) sequences. Visual

rotation and target rotation are compared for each architecture.
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each target was shifted by rotating it about the initial handlocation by an angle−ψ. In

the second condition, we implemented a rotation of the visual field by angleφ about the

initial hand location. This led to a rotation of both the stimulusdx and the estimated

error ỹ. To ensure that the set of stimuli used (i.e. visually estimated difference vectors

dx) was the same in both conditions, the grid of targets was rotated by angle−φ for

the visual rotation condition. The mapping to be learnt by the cerebellumC and the

set of stimuli used were identical across conditions whenφ = ψ. The only difference

between conditions was the nature of the error signal and howit related to the error in

the cerebellar output.

A sequence of 200 reaching movements was simulated to a random sequence of

the 100 targets and this was repeated 100 times with different randomly selected tar-

get sequences. The same target sequences were used for each architecture and for

each condition. Figure 3.10 illustrates the results of learning under the different ar-

chitectures and across the two different conditions. In particular, (d) and (e) show the

normalized mean squared global test error (nMSE), averagedover all targets and all

sessions, as a function of the number of reach trials performed for visual and target

rotations of 45◦. For the feedforward architecture, it is particularly clear that per-

formance is impaired under the visual rotation condition relative to the target rotation

condition, in accordance with the theory. For the recurrentarchitecture, there was

less difference in performance between conditions with marginally better asymptotic

average performance under the visual rotation condition.

To demonstrate more clearly the effect that different kindsof transformation had on

the quality of learning for different architectures, we examined the trend in reach errors

during learning for a small subset of targets (marked with dots in the grid in Figure

3.10(a)). We sampled the final hand position obtained duringtest trials to these targets

after every 10 training trials. Because of the strong effectof the order of training targets

on learning, we averaged these positions over 100 differenttraining runs with different

randomly selected target sequences to obtain an impressionof the general trends of

learning in each condition. The paths of these average positions as training proceeds

are plotted in Figure 3.11, along with the true target locations. For the feedforward

architecture, under the target-shift condition (Figure 3.11(b)), the error estimate used

for training is almost equal to the true error and, consequently, the improvement from

trial-to-trial comes close to following a straight line in task space. Under the visual

rotation condition (Figure 3.11(a)), however, the effect of using a poorer estimate of

the error is clearly seen in the fact that the trial-to-trialtrend in reach errors does not
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Feedforward, Target Rotation
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Recurrent, Visual Rotation
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Recurrent, Visual Rotation
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Recurrent, Visual Rotation
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Figure 3.11: Time-course of learning for selected targets in response to either visual

feedback rotations or target rotations, using either the feedforward or recurrent cerebel-

lar architecture. The true target locations are marked by a ‘×’.

follow a straight line but an indirect, curved one.

Under the recurrent architecture, there is still a clear difference between the two

conditions. However in the visual rotation condition (Figure 3.11(c)), where we expect

the cerebellar output error estimate to be correct, the trial-to-trial trend in final hand

position is not straight, as in the feedforward / target shift combination, but has slight

curvature. This is due to the fact that there is a nonlinear relationship between the

improvement in the cerebellar weights and improvements in task-space performance.

So although the improvement takes the shortest path in cerebellar weight-space, this

does not necessarily correspond to the shortest path of improvement in task space.

The trend for the target-shift condition (Figure 3.11(d)),is not much further from a

straight line than that for visual rotation condition. There is however, a clear distinction

between patterns of adaptation between the trends for the feedforward and recurrent

architecture models.

To highlight the fact that learning in the recurrent architecture really was better for

the visual rotation condition than for the target rotation conditions, we quantified the
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quality of the estimate of the cerebellar output error in each condition by computing the

average overlap between the estimated and true error, givenby ̂̃c
T

c̃/ c̃T c̃. An overlap

of 1 or close to 1 indicates a good approximation while an overlap of 0 indicates that

the estimated error and the true error are perpendicular. Table 3.2 shows how this

overlap varies with increasingψ andφ. As expected, the estimated error was close

to perfect in the case of the feedforward architecture / target shift combination and

the recurrent architecture / visual rotation combination,independent of the magnitude

of the transformation. For the other two conditions (feedforward with visual rotation

and recurrent with target rotation), the quality of the estimate clearly diminished with

increasing extent of visual field or target rotation.

As was the case for the VOR, the recurrent architecture was unstable in some cir-

cumstances with divergence of the motor command during iteration of the recurrent

loop. For transformations withψ > 60◦ or φ > 60◦, this led to a total breakdown of

learning for all targets (indicated by ‘—’ in the table). Fortransformations of magni-

tudeψ = 45◦ or φ = 45◦ the divergence of the motor command was only apparent for

some targets and not for others. This caused a large discrepancy between the estimated

cerebellar output and the error in hand position for these particular targets, leading to

the large variation in overlap recorded in Table 3.2.

3.5 Overcoming the distal error problem

The primary motivation for introducing the recurrent architecture model was to over-

come the distal learning problem faced by the more conventional forward architecture

when adapting to plant disturbances (Porrill et al., 2004).We have shown, however,

that the recurrent architecture suffers from a similar distal learning problem under task

disturbances. The feedforward architecture does not suffer from this task-based distal

learning problem in the same way that the recurrent architecture does not suffer from

the plant-based distal learning problem. Whichever architecture is chosen, the problem

of distal errors cannot be avoided altogether, although certain behaviours may be more

susceptible to different categories of disturbance.

Several other solutions to overcoming the distal learning problem have been pro-

posed. Jordan and Rumelhart (1992) proposed that a forward model, ẋ = f (x,u) be

initially learnt using the sensory error, in which case there is no distal learning problem,

and that future sensory errors could be converted into motorerrors using knowledge

gained from this forward model. The learnt forward model enables estimation of the
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Average ̂̃c
T
c̃/ c̃T c̃ ± (s.d.)

Architecture Condition 15◦ 30◦ 45 ◦ 60◦ 75 ◦ 90◦

Feedforward
Vis. Rotation .96± .17 .87± .33 .72± .48 .49± .61 -.03± .15 -.04± .17

Target Shift 1.00± .01 1.00± .01 1.00± .02 1.00± .02 1.00± .03 1.00± .03

Recurrent
Vis. Rotation 1.00± .00 .99± .11 1.05± 1.83 — — —

Target Shift .97± .00 .85± .11 .82± 2.24 — — —

Table 3.2: Quality of cerebellar output error estimates under different conditions.
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forward JacobianJ f̂ which can then be inverted to find the inverse Jacobian(J f̂ )
−1,

which is what we require to transform sensory errors into motor errors. 1 Although

this method is theoretically sound, it is not very plausiblebiologically since it relies on

calculations involving parameters which are assumed to be stored in synaptic weights

and are therefore not accessible.

A more biologically plausible solution was offered by Gomi and Kawato (1990),

who proposed that, rather than an explicit error signal, theoutput of an existing feed-

back controller,uFB could be used as a proxy for motor error to train a feedforward

controller. This method effectively assumes that the combined feedforward and feed-

back commands are a good approximation to the desired feedforward command,

u∗ ≈ uFF +uFB =⇒ ũ = u∗−uFF = uFB. (3.50)

Feedback-error learning is however, not really a solution to the distal error problem. It

is simply an alternative mechanism of obtaining an approximation to the motor error.

It is consequently no more robust against the risks of drastic changes in the dynam-

ics model than the feedforward architecture model we have been discussing, since the

feedback controller must effectively approximate the dynamics just as before. Suc-

cessful feedback-error learning relies on the fact that thefeedback control is stable. If

the dynamics change such that this is no longer the case, e.g.moving the hand while

wearing inverting prism goggles, then the feedback error approximation will worsen

the learnt internal model, rather than improve it. The primary appeal of feedback error

learning appears to be its simplicity and biological plausibility. However a number of

recent studies have showed evidence that corrective movements are unnecessary for

motor learning to occur (Wallman and Fuchs, 1998; Tseng et al., 2007), casting doubt

on the feedback-error learning framework as a model of motorlearning.

Abdelghani et al. (2008) proposed that the Jacobian could belearnt directly from

experience by tracking changes in performance error over time and linking this to

changes that have been made to the controller. While this idea appears promising, it

relies on differentiation of potentially noisy error signals, which would exacerbate the

impact of noise in the signals.

Shibata and Schaal (2001) implemented a feedback-error learning based biomimetic

model (Gomi and Kawato, 1990) of the VOR. Here, the output of an existing feedback

controller is used as an approximation to the motor erroreu for training a function

approximator (i.e. cerebellum). The optokinetic response(OKR) is a reflex which

1Note that the inverse function theorem tells us that(Jf̂ )
−1 = Jf̂−1.
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Figure 3.12: Composite model of VOR/OKR adaptation. The VOR is implemented in

a feedforward architecture. The optokinetic response (OKR) is implemented through a

recurrent architecture. Retinal slip serves as the training signal for the OKR. Output of

the OKR serves as the training signal for the VOR.

generates compensatory eye movements in response to retinal slip. Shibata and Schaal

likened this to a conventional feedback controller and usedthe output to train the func-

tion approximator according to the standard feedback-error-learning framework. How-

ever, this framework inherits all the problems of the forward architecture. The feed-

back controller implicitly contains a model of the plant dynamics and if these dynamics

change, the feedback controller may no longer generate suitable suitable motor com-

mands or training signals. One solution to this problem is toindependently adapt the

OKR in addition to the VOR.

In Section 3.1.1 we described how, in the VOR, learning the kinematic relationship

between head velocity and desired eye velocity is a central component of adaptation.

For the OKR, the analog of head velocity is retinal slip. Unlike head velocity, however,

the relationship between retinal slip and desired eye velocity is veridical. Kinematics

therefore doesn’t play a role in the OKR and adaptation of theOKR canbe described

purely in terms of learning the inverse dynamics. Consequently, the recurrent architec-

ture is ideally suited for adaptation of the OKR, since, as outlined above, it is robust

against dynamics transformations.

We therefore propose a biomimetic VOR/OKR model, based on feedback-error-

learning, in which the OKR adapts to dynamics disturbance employing a recurrent

cerebellar architecture framework. The output of the OKR then also acts as a training
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Figure 3.13: VOR composite architecture performance under task (Kin) and plant (Dyn)

disturbances.

signal for the VOR, which employs the feedforward architecture as in the model of

Shibata and Schaal (2001). This full joint adaptive FEL model of the VOR and OKR

is illustrated in Figure 3.12.

3.5.1 Simulations

We evaluated the performance of the composite architectureunder the same task and

plant disturbances described in Section 3.2.3. The resultsare plotted in Figure 3.13. As

expected, the recurrent loop in the OKR feedback controllerbecame unstable during

adaptation to large plant disturbances (θ > 60◦). Otherwise, however, learning was

stable. The contribution to the overall motor command eventually came entirely from

the VOR, indicating that the VOR adaptation was complete andthere was no retinal

slip.

Figure 3.14 compares the performance of all three architectures under both dynam-

ics and kinematics transformations. The composite architecture outperforms both the

feedforward and recurrent architectures under both kinematic and dynamic transfor-

mations of the plant.

3.6 Conclusion

We have compared and contrasted two previously proposed architectures for cerebellar-

based motor adaptation - one feedforward and one recurrent -initially in quite general

theoretical terms and then in the context of two specific behaviours - vestibulo-ocular

reflex adaptation and reach adaptation.
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(a) Dynamics transformation: Viscous curl field (θ = 45◦).
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(b) Kinematics transformation: Visual field rotation (ψ = 45◦).

Figure 3.14: Performance of all architectures controlling a linear, viscous plant (see text

for details) under typical task and plant disturbances. Here, the task disturbance is a

rotation of the visual field by 45◦while the plant disturbance is a rotation of the viscosity

field by 45 ◦.

The central computational difference between the two cerebellar architectures lies

in their relative capabilities in adapting to two broad classes of sensorimotor dis-

turbance: i) changes in the mapping between stimulus and desired outcome and ii)

changes in the mapping between motor command and movement outcome. The dis-

tinction between these two classes of disturbance is not always obvious and has often

been overlooked in the past. Because of differences across architectures in how the

distal error signal is related to cerebellar output error, the patterns of adaptation under

these two disturbances classes are qualitatively different. Learning in the recurrent ar-

chitecture is impaired in response to task disturbances butnot plant disturbances, while

learning in the feedforward architecture is impaired underplant disturbances, but not

task disturbances.
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In order to illustrate and validate the theoretical argument, we have simulated learn-

ing under both architectures in three biological motor adaptation settings - the VOR,

saccades and reaching. In each case we have highlighted examples where either the

stimulus-desired outcome relationship or the motor command-outcome relationship

may be subject to change either naturally or through experimental manipulation. The

simulations confirm our theoretical predictions. However the results also largely in-

dicate that error-driven learning is quite robust with successful, if slowed, learning

even when the approximating error signal is not that accurate. Only in extreme cases,

when the approximated cerebellar output error is either notcorrelated or negatively

correlated with the true error, is learning not possible at all.

A major problem identified with the recurrent architecture,however, is the threat

of instability in the recurrent loop. As a result of this instability, learning was more

likely to fail under the recurrent architecture than the feedforward architecture, even

under plant disturbances, where it is expected to perform well. It is possible, however,

that these instability problems may be rectifiable in a biologically-plausible manner

through transfer of learning from the cerebellum to the brainstem (Porrill and Dean,

2007a).

We have shown that task and plant disturbances can have different effects on adap-

tation, even though they may initially produce similar patterns of errors. While the

distinction between these disturbance classes has been noted previously (Jordan and

Rumelhart, 1992; Shadmehr and Wise, 2005), here we have highlighted specific exam-

ples in the context of the VOR, saccades and reaching and considered the implications

for models of motor learning in these settings.

It is difficult, however, to draw any firm conclusions on what architecture the brain

actually uses based purely on behavioural data. Actual learning rules in the cerebellum

are considerably more complex than the simplified versions we have assumed here

and the details of these learning rules are likely to have as much impact on learning

as the architecture-dependent effects we have highlightedhere. Moreover, it appears

that, in reaching tasks, subjects respond fundamentally differently to the two kinds of

disturbances, as can be seen through different generalization patterns (Magescas and

Prablanc, 2006) and different brain activity (Diedrichsenet al., 2005).



Chapter 4

A Bayesian model for concurrent

sensory and motor adaptation

In Chapter 2, we argued that human motor adaptation comprises multiple components

- kinematic and dynamic, for example. Most computational models of motor adap-

tation, however, tend to consider just a single component ofadaptation. Where are

there are multiple components of adaptation, the nervous system is faced with a credit

assignment problem: which component was responsible for the error? The Bayesian

framework provides a principled solution to this problem. Recent work has shown that

models of human motor adaptation based on this principle agree well with observed

human behaviour (Körding et al., 2007b; Krakauer et al., 2006; Berniker and Körding,

2008).

All of these models, however, have proposed that the problemof credit assignment

among multiple components of adaptation is solved based primarily on prior knowl-

edge about the disturbance statistics. As we noted in Section 1.3, however, utilizing

information from multiple sensory modalities - primarily proprioception in addition

to vision - is likely to also be of critical importance. In this Chapter, we propose a

Bayesian model of adaptation in which both visual and proprioceptive observations

are used, as well as prior knowledge about the disturbance variability, to guide adapta-

tion. We begin, however, by reviewing how vision and proprioception are modelled in

the cue integration literature.

65
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yt

vt pt

Visual

MLE

Proprioceptive

Figure 4.1: Left: A simple generative model of visual and proprioceptive observations

given hand position. Subjects receives noisy visual (vt ) and proprioceptive (pt ) ob-

servations of his otherwise unknown hand position. Right: The maximum-likelihood

estimate (MLE) optimally combines visual and proprioceptive observations according

to their uncertainties.

4.1 Integration of visual and proprioceptive cues for

state estimation

Sensory information is inherently noisy (Faisal et al., 2008), but we depend on it in

order to make decisions about how to move and how to adapt. We are interested in

the question of how to combine visual and proprioceptive observations of performance

in order to guide motor adaptation. Though this question hasnot previously been

adequately addressed at a computational level, one issue which has been modelled ex-

tensively is the question of how to integrate multiple sensory cues for state estimation.

Even when we cannot see our hands, we still have a vivid perception of it’s loca-

tion in space from proprioception. The term ‘proprioception’ typically refers to the

collective output of multiple kinds of sensory systems in the musculoskeletal periph-

ery, including muscle afferents, Golgi tendon organs and even skin mechanoreceptors.

For the purposes of this thesis, we will assume that proprioception amounts to a noisy

observation of the location of the hand in extrinsic space.

Although visual acuity on the retina may be very good, visualestimation of hand

position can also be noisy. This is largely attributable to the fact that mapping a location

on the retina into an extrinsic reference frame to guide movement requires knowledge

of the neck and head and eye posture. Knowledge of this posture is typically available

via noisy proprioception. Therefore, when referring to a ‘visual’ estimate of hand

position, we are implicitly talking about proprioception in the neck, head and eyes.

Two distinct, noisy estimates of hand position can be combined into a single es-
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timate which is more reliable (Ernst and Banks, 2002). Suppose, then, that we wish

to estimate hand position based on visual and proprioceptive observations. Figure 4.1

illustrates a simple generative model of this scenario. Thetrue hand positiony is not

observable directly, but only through noisy visual and proprioceptive observations:

v = y+N(0,σ2
v) (4.1)

p = y+N(0,σ2
p). (4.2)

We assume that the visual and proprioceptive observation noises are independent with

variancesσ2
v andσ2

p respectively.

The true position ofy can be estimated via maximum likelihood estimation, Our

estimate ofy is therefore given by

ŷ = argmax
y

p(v, p|y). (4.3)

The likelihoodp(v, p|y) is given by

p(v, p|y) = exp

{
−

(v−y)2

2σ2
v

−
(p−y)2

2σ2
p

}
. (4.4)

The value ofy maximizing the likelihood also maximizes the log-likelihood. Since

this is quadratic iny, it is straightforward to maximize analytically. The solution is a

weighted sum of the individual estimates:

ŷ = wvv+wpp, (4.5)

where

wv =
σ2

p

σ2
v +σ2

p
(4.6)

wp =
σ2

v

σ2
v +σ2

p
. (4.7)

This estimate has variance( 1
σ2

v
+ 1

σ2
p
)−1, which is strictly less than the individual uni-

modal variances, confirming the intuition that combining information from multiple

sources in this way improves our estimate of the position of the hand.

Experimentally, it is typically found that the estimated hand position is slightly

closer to the visual cue than the proprioceptive cue (van Beers et al., 1996), as in the

illustration in Figure 4.1. Within the model, this would be consistent with a greater

uncertainty in proprioception than in vision, i.e.σ2
p > σ2

v.
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This estimation principle can easily be extended to multiple-dimensional estimates

of hand position. In a 2-dimensional workspace, the uncertainties associated with vi-

sual and proprioceptive cues become covariance matricesΣv andΣp. These matrices

may represent anisotropic uncertainties. For instance, vision is likely to be more reli-

able along the visual plane than in depth (van Beers et al., 1999). These anisotropic

variances give rise to the unexpected prediction that the MLE may not necessarily

lie along the straight line between the two individual estimates. Remarkably, this is

exactly what is observed in humans when presented with discrepant visual and propri-

oceptive cues (van Beers et al., 1999).

In some cases, when the discrepancy between sensory modalities is very large,

it becomes rather unlikely that the two modalities truly represent the same stimulus.

This intuition can be formalized in terms of Bayesian model selection (Körding et al.,

2007a) between scenarios in which the two sensory observations available either de-

rive from the same source, and scenarios where they do not. Such models typically

predict that sensory fusion will occur provided the discrepancy between senses lies

below some threshold. Beyond this threshold, the conflicting sensory cues are inter-

preted as two distinct percepts. These models tend to agree well with subjects reported

perception of whether a single or multiple stimuli were present (Körding et al., 2007a;

Hospedales et al., 2007; Hospedales and Vijayakumar, 2008,2009). We do not focus

on the case of large discrepancies in this thesis, however itis important to consider

these kinds of models in interpreting other experimental results.

Provided the individual sensory estimates are not too discrepant, however, the gen-

erative model in Figure 4.1, along with the maximum likelihood estimation framework

appears to provide a very promising model of how humans integrate visual and propri-

oceptive information to estimate hand position.

4.2 Adaptation of vision and proprioception

In the previous Section, we saw how to integrate informationfrom two noisy sensory

modalities. If, however, two cues are persistently discrepant by about the same amount,

it is likely that there is a systematic miscalibration of onemodality or the other. Such

discrepancies can be eliminated by adapting the senses overtime so that they become

re-aligned.

When vision is shifted experimentally, either through prism goggles, or by shifting

the location of a cursor on a screen, people tend to adjust both their visual and pro-
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prioceptive judgements of location. One way to measure thissensory adaptation is to

ask subjects either to point straight ahead with eyes closed(tracking any changes in

proprioception) or to identify a visual cue which they judgeto be straight ahead (Hay

and Pick, 1966; Redding and Wallace, 1996; Hatada et al., 2006). A difficulty with

these kinds of methods is that the concept of ‘straight-ahead’ is rather subjective. An

alternative method for measuring sensory adaptation is to use sensory alignment tasks

in which subjects align an unseen hand with either a visual cue, or their other hand,

without any contact possible between the hands (van Beers etal., 2002; Simani et al.,

2007).

Although the alignment tests offer a more precise and unambiguous measure of

sensory adaptation, they are limited by the fact that only the relative calibration be-

tween any two modalities can be measured. The ‘straight-ahead’ tasks, by contrast,

yield absolute estimates. Typically, only the right hand isexposed during adaptation,

and the left hand is assumed to be unaffected and is used as a neutral probe to test

the extent of any visual or right hand proprioceptive shift.In any case, both methods

typically yield qualitatively similar results. We would like to be able to predict exactly

how much adaptation we will observe in vision vs proprioception.

Sensory adaptation can be modelled by extending the generative model in Figure

4.1 to include additional parametersrv and r p corresponding to unknown biases in

visual and (right hand) proprioceptive observations,

vt = yt + rv +N(0,σ2
v) (4.8)

pt = yt + r p+N(0,σ2
p). (4.9)

These biases may either be due to internal miscalibration, or due to some deliberate

experimental manipulation. We assume that the subject maintains estimates of these

disturbances over time, which we denote by ˆrv
t and ˆr p

t . Changes in these disturbance

estimates correspond to sensory adaptation. For now, we assume that ˆrv corresponds

exactly to the error in the vision-left hand alignment test,and that ˆr p corresponds to the

error in the left-hand to right-hand alignment test. These assumptions about the nature

of sensory adaptation are well-supported by experimental data (Simani et al., 2007).

The subjects recalibrated visual and proprioceptive estimates of hand position, ˆyv

andŷp, are then given by subtracting their disturbance estimatesfrom their raw obser-

vations, i.e.

ŷv
t = vt − r̂v

t (4.10)

ŷp
t = pt − r̂ p

t . (4.11)
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the MLE-based sensory adaptation model. Visual and propri-

oceptive estimates are gradually adapted towards the MLE.
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Figure 4.3: Maximum-likelihood adaptation (MLA) model. As figure 4.1, only now un-

known disturbances rv, r p bias each observations of his hand position. In the MLA

model, these are treated as parameters of the model. Estimates r̂v
t and r̂ p

t of these

parameters are maintained via an online EM-like procedure.

These adjusted hand position estimates can then be combinedaccording to Equation

4.5 to yield an integrated estimate of hand position which has compensated for the

miscalibrations.

4.2.1 Maximum-likelihood based sensory adaptation model

How should subjects adapt their estimates ofrv andr p? Clearly, the goal is to eliminate

any discrepancy between the calibrated hand position estimates ˆyv and ŷp. However,

there is a whole family of adaptation rules that would lead tothis result, each having

different relative adaptation rates for vision and proprioception and therefore leading

to different patterns of adaptation. Ghahramani et al. (1997) proposed that the hand

position estimates should be adjusted in such a way that the hand position MLE re-

mains unchanged. This principle is illustrated in Figure 4.2. Computationally, this is
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achieved by the following update rules for ˆrv
t and ˆr p

t :

r̂v
t+1 = r̂v

t +ηwp
[
ŷp

t − ŷv
t

]
, (4.12)

r̂ p
t+1 = r̂ p

t +ηwv
[
ŷv

t − ŷp
t
]
, (4.13)

whereη is some fixed adaptation rate andwv andwp are the MLE combination weights

defined in Equations 4.6 and 4.7. Importantly, the adaptation is driven purely by the

discrepancy between the two unimodal estimates of hand position. We will refer to

this adaptation model asmaximum likelihood adaptation(MLA).

As an external observer, we can average out the observation noise the subject expe-

riences to get a clearer idea of the general trends we expect to see in a subject adapting

according to these update rules. Noting thatE [ŷv] = y+ rv
t − r̂v

t and adopting a more

compact notation we can rewrite Equations 4.12 and 4.13 as

E [∆r̂ t ] = η

(
−wp wp

wv −wv

)
(r t − r̂ t), (4.14)

wherer t =

(
rv
t

r p
t

)
. Note that while Equations 4.12 and 4.13 are expressed in terms of

quantities the subject observes, Equation 4.14 is expressed in terms of the estimation

error r t − r̂ t . Rewriting the update in this way, however, provides clearer insight into

the nature of the adaptation.

An alternative interpretation of this learning rule is as anonline expectation-maximization

(EM) procedure in the graphical model shown in Figure 4.3. Inthis model,rv andr p

are treated asparametersof the generative model. The E-step of the EM procedure

corresponds to finding the MLE ofyt and the M-step corresponds to gradient ascent on

the likelihood ofrv andr p.

It should be noted that Ghahramani et al. (1997) originally proposed this model in

the context of visual/auditory cue integration, offering strong supporting experimental

evidence. There is an obvious appeal in generalizing this model to visual/proprioceptive

adaptation. There has, however, been no direct attempt to test this model in that con-

text. It has nevertheless proved a popular general theory ofsensory adaptation. van

Beers et al. (2002) applied this principle to estimate the relative observation uncertain-

ties between vision and proprioception along different directions in space, based on

differences in the relative extent of sensory adaptation - directly assuming that sensory

adaptation is governed by Equation 4.14.
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Figure 4.4: Bayesian sensory adaptation model. On each trial, known motor command

ut leads to unknown new hand position yt . Visual and proprioceptive observations,

vt and pt are noisy and biased by unknown sensory disturbances rv
t and r p

t . These

disturbances are also assumed to vary randomly but smoothly between trials.

4.2.2 A Bayesian model of sensory adaptation

The MLE approach treats the miscalibrationsrv andr p as fixed parameters which are

iteratively estimated. In reality, however, it is likely that they are not fixed, but con-

stantly varying. Knowledge of the statistical properties of this variation could poten-

tially be exploited to improve sensory adaptation. While itis reasonable to assume that

visual and proprioceptive miscalibrations evolve independently, the rate of variability

may be quite different across modalities, and may not necessarily bear any relation to

the observation noise. While a greater tendency for, say, proprioception to drift out of

calibration could be captured in the model of Ghahramani et al. by inflating the propri-

oceptive observation uncertainty, a more principled approach to dealing with this issue

is to model the variability directly, treatingrv andr p as dynamic (i.e. time-varying)

random variables, rather than fixed parameters. This leads to the generative model

illustrated in Figure 4.4.

The subject might assume that each modality drifts out of calibration according to

some random walk:

rv
t+1 = avr

v
t +N(0,qv) (4.15)

r p
t+1 = apr p

t +N(0,qp). (4.16)
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Or, more compactly,

r t+1 = Ar t +N(0,Q). (4.17)

Here the diagonal matricesA andQ determine the decay rate and the variability of the

disturbances respectively. These parameters capture any prior knowledge the subject

might have about the nature of visual vs proprioceptive disturbances.

We assume that the subject issues a known motor commandut which, along with

motor execution noise, determines the new hand position

yt = ut +N(0,σ2
y). (4.18)

The observations are given by

vt = yt + rv
t +N(0,σ2

v) (4.19)

pt = yt + r p
t +N(0,σ2

p). (4.20)

We can write this in the more usual Kalman filter observation model form as

zt = Hr t + εt , (4.21)

wherezt =

(
vt −ut

pt −ut

)
andH is equal to the 2×2 identity matrix.

(
vt

pt

)
=

(
ut

ut

)
+

(
1 0

0 1

)
r t + εt , (4.22)

with εt ∼ N(0,R) and

R=

(
σ2

v +σ2
u σ2

u

σ2
u σ2

p+σ2
u

)
. (4.23)

The subject adapts by inferring the total disturbancer t on each trial based on his prior,

characterized by mean̂r t|t−1 and uncertaintyPt|t−1, and the observationszt , leading to

a posterior estimate with meanr̂ t|t and uncertaintyPt|t .

Importantly, the covariance matrix of the observation noise isnot diagonal. This is

because the motor execution noise induces correlations between the visual and propri-

oceptive observations of hand position. As a result, there will typically be correlations

in the estimates ofrv and r p. In other words, ifp(r t) ∼ N(r̂ t|t ,Pt|t) is the subject’s

posterior estimate after trialt, Pt|t may not be diagonal.

Due to the linear relationships and Gaussian noise models wehave assumed, in-

ference in this model is equivalent to Kalman filtering. Details of the Kalman filter
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updates are provided in Appendix A. Ultimately, the KF framework leads to the fol-

lowing update of the disturbance estimate:

r̂ t|t = A(r̂ t−1|t−1+Kt(zt −H r̂ t|t−1)). (4.24)

Assuming, for simplicity thatA is the identity matrix (in practise it is usually estimated

to be very close), we can average over the observation noise and find the expected

update

E
[
∆r̂ t|t

]
= KtH(r t − r̂ t). (4.25)

As in Equation 4.14, the update is linear in the subject’s estimation error. Furthermore,

since the model itself is stationary (i.e.H, Q andR don’t vary over time), the Kalman

gainKt will converge to a constant.

One advantage of this model over the MLA model is that the various sources of

uncertainty are represented as distinct parameters which have clear interpretations in a

generative model. There is no arbitrary learning rate - the learning rate emerges as a

consequence of the noise parameters.

Another important difference, however, between this and the MLA model is the

presence of a prior on the hand positionyt . This is naturally provided by the motor

commandu together with the associated motor execution noiseσ2
u, both of which are

assumed to be known to the subject. Effectively this constitutes a prediction based on

a forward model of the hand. Using this additional information enables comparison

with the ground truth. If both vision and proprioception shifted equally in the same

direction, there would be no way of recognizing this in the MLA model. In the KF

model, however, this could be recognized and adapted to accordingly.

The MLE model can easily be amended to include the extra knowledge available

from the motor commandu, in which case updates very similar to the Kalman filter

model can be obtained. Let us assume an additional estimate ˆyu
t = ut is available, with

a corresponding weightwu, so that the full MLE, integrating 3 modalities now is given

by

ŷt = wv(vt − r̂v
t )+wp(pt − r̂ p

t )+wuut . (4.26)

Note thatwv andwp will now be correspondingly smaller, so thatwv+wp+wu = 1. We

assume the updates in this case are obtained by adapting bothvisual and proprioceptive

estimates toward the MLE. The resulting update is given by

E [∆r̂ t ] = η

(
(1−wv) wp

wv (1−wp)

)
(r t − r̂ t). (4.27)
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Figure 4.5: Pattern of reach errors (left) and sensory recalibration (right) over 30 tri-

als, as predicted by the MLA sensory adaptation model (described in Section 4.3.1)

following exposure to a 1cm shift in visual feedback.
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Figure 4.6: Pattern of reach errors (left) and sensory recalibration (right) over 30 tri-

als, predicted by the Bayesian sensory adaptation model (described in Section 4.3.1)

following exposure to a 1cm shift in visual feedback.

Note that the earlier MLA model is a special case of this one inwhich wv = 1−wp.

If this matrix has full rank, adaptation will be asymptotically exact. The determi-

nant is given by

detM = wp(wv−1)wv(wp−1)−w2
vw2

p = wvwp(1−wv−wp), (4.28)

implying that the matrix is degenerate ifwv +wp = 1, which is only the case when we

assumed no prior knowledge about hand position from a forward model.

In this case, however, the MLE itself becomes biased towardsthe motor prediction.

Both the visual and proprioceptive estimates will ultimately converge on the motor

prediction, leading ultimately to identical predictions to the Kalman filter filter model.

In order to examine the differences between these models more clearly, we consider

a toy scenario in which subjects perform reaching movementsto a visual target under
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shifted visual feedback. The subject observes the target ata locationv∗t in his visual

field. The subject chooses his motor command to beut = v∗t − r̂v
t so that the final ob-

served hand position matches that of the target, i.e.E [vt ] = v∗t . He then receives actual

observationsvt andpt . Figure 4.5 shows how sensory adaptation and improvements in

reaching are predicted to proceed by the MLA sensory adaptation model. Predictions

of the Bayesian sensory adaptation model are shown in Figure4.6.

The MLA model appropropriately predicts that adaptation will be partly visual and

partly proprioceptive, but fails to capture completeness of reach adaptation, since reach

performance only improves by as much as vision is recalibrated. The Bayesian model

predicts complete reach adaptation, but only because, ultimately, 100% of the sensory

adaptation is visual, which does not agree with experimental data. Some transient

proprioceptive adaptation is predicted early on, but this component disappears before

reach adaptation becomes complete.

This poses a problem. Both models predict some aspects of experimental data well,

but neither model seems satisfactory. In the next Section weconsider possible ways

to extend these purely sensory adaptation models to includea motor component of

adaptation, which will enable accurate predictions about both sensory adaptation and

reach performance.

4.3 Interactions between sensory and motor adaptation

We would like to have a model of reach adaptation which is ableto predict the trends

in both sensory recalibration and reach performance. As we saw in the simulations in

the previous section, models based purely on sensory adaptation are unable to achieve

this: We know that visual adaptation during reaching is incomplete, i.e. the amount

of adaptation is less than the imposed disturbance. If we assume, as we have done

above, that planning of feedforward reaching movements depends only on vision, then

we can never have a situation where reach adaptation is complete but visual adaptation

is incomplete. The fact that subjects learn to successfullyreach the target despite

incomplete visual recalibration suggest that they additionally learn a correction to their

movements as well as recalibrating their senses.

This idea has been suggested frequently in the past (HARRIS,1963; Welch, 1974;

Redding and Wallace, 1996). A particularly clear demonstration of this additional

component of adaptation was provided by Simani et al. (2007). In their study, one

group of subjects performed reaching movements, while another group performed a
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Figure 4.7: Graphical model of a single reach in a motor adaptation experiment. Motor

command ut , and visual and proprioceptive observations of hand position, vt and pt ,

are available to the subject. Three distinct disturbances affect observations: A motor

disturbance ry
t may affect the hand position yt given the motor command ut . Visual and

proprioceptive disturbances, rv
t and r p

t , may affect the respective observations given

hand position.

tracking task. While the extent of sensory adaptation was about the same for both

groups, the group which performed reaching movements during exposure exhibited a

significantly stronger reach aftereffect. This result, in particular the fact that subjects

who performed a tracking task during exposure exhibited such a small reach aftereffect,

strongly suggests that the subjects who performed reachingduring exposure, were able

to do so through an additional component of adaptation. We refer to this component

as amotor componentof adaptation, distinguishing it from the sensory components

corresponding to recalibrations of vision and proprioception.

4.3.1 Independent sensory and motor adaptation model

Although no explicit computational model of concurrent sensory and motor adaptation

has been previously proposed, it is straightforward to augment the MLA model of

sensory adaptation model, described above, with a state-space model, as described in

Section 2.3, describing the adaptation of an additional motor component of adaptation

r̂y. The observed hand position error ˜y in Equation 2.13 can be replaced with the

difference between the desired hand position, and the MLE ofhand position ˆyMLE.
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This leads to the following adaptation rule for the motor component of adaptation:

r̂y
t+1 = r̂y

t + γ(ŷ∗t − ŷMLE
t ), (4.29)

whereŷ∗t = (v∗− r̂v
t ) is the estimated desired hand location, andγ is some fixed adap-

tation rate.

We can expand Equation 4.29, using the fact thatut = v∗t − r̂v
t , along with the ex-

pression for ˆyMLE
t given in Equation 4.5, to obtain.

E [∆r̂ t ] = γ
[
−wvr

v
t −wpr p

t −1
]
. (4.30)

Taking this motor adaptive component together with the sensory adaptation model of

Ghahramani et al., the overall update for this model is givenby

∆r̂ t = η




wp −wp 0

−wv wv 0

−γwv −γwp −γ


(r t − r̂ t). (4.31)

This combined model encapsulates a tacit assumption which is commonly made

- that sensory and motor adaptation are distinct processes.The sensory adaptation

component is driven purely by discrepancy between the senses, as in the model by

Ghahramani et al. (1997), while the motor adaptation component only has access to a

single, fused estimate of hand position and is driven purelyby estimated performance

error.

4.3.2 Unified Bayesian sensory and motor adaptation model

Rather than constructing an overall model of sensory and motor adaptation from ex-

isting models covering various sub-components of the problem, a normative, Bayesian

approach considers a full generative model of the problem athand and asks how the

nervous system should adapt given this model.

We extend the generative model to include an unknown motor disturbancery
t . The

generative model for a single trial is illustrated in Figure4.7. This motor disturbance

affects the relationship between the motor commandut and hand positionyt ,

yt = ut + ry
t +N(0,σ2

y). (4.32)

As before, the subject does not observe the hand position directly, but receives noisy

and potentially shifted visual and proprioceptive observations, according to Equations

4.19 and 4.20. The subject selects his actions so thatE
[
yt |r̂ t|t−1

]
= 0,

ut = vt − r̂y
t|t−1− r̂v

t|t−1. (4.33)
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Figure 4.8: Bayesian combined sensory and motor adaptation model. As in 4.7, only

now the subject assumes that disturbances vary randomly, but smoothly, from trial to

trial.

As before, the latent state dynamics are characterized by a random walk

r t+1 = Ar t +N(0,Q), (4.34)

now with r =




rv
t

r p
t

ry
t


, A =




av 0 0

0 ap 0

0 0 ay


, Q =




qv 0 0

0 qp 0

0 0 qy


. Again, these

parameters summarize the statistics of the usual fluctuations in sensory calibration

errors and motor plant dynamics, which the sensorimotor system must adapt to on an

ongoing basis, reflecting the fact that the subject is able toutilize prior knowledge

about the disturbances to improve estimation and thereforeadaptation. This leads to

a dynamic generative model, which is illustrated in Figure 4.8. This model gives a

complete probabilistic description of how a subject’s observations will depend on the

disturbances, and how these disturbances may vary from trial to trial.

As in the purely sensory adaptation model in the previous section, the observations

can be easily expressed as a linear combination of the latentdisturbances:

zt = Hr t + εt , (4.35)

with z =

(
vt −ut

pt −ut

)
, ε ∼ N(0,R) and R =

(
σ2

v +σ2
u σ2

u

σ2
u σ2

p+σ2
u

)
as in the pure

sensory adaptation model, but nowH =

(
1 0 1

0 1 1

)
. Full details of the Kalman filter
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Figure 4.9: Model comparison with visuomotor adaptation data. The Bayesian model

(solid blue line) and MLE-based model (dashed red line) were fitted to performance

data (filled circles) from a visuomotor adaptation experiment (Krakauer et al., 2006).

Both models made qualitatively similar predictions about how adaptation was distributed

across components.

updates are given in Appendix A. The expected update to the mean (i.e. neglecting

observation noise) is given by

E [∆r̂ t ] = KtH(r t − r̂ t). (4.36)

The Kalman gainKt is now a 2-by-3 matrix, which converges to a constant provided

A, Q, H andR remain constant.

We have described two alternative models of visuomotor adaptation which we

have claimed can account for both the motor and sensory components of adaptation.

We fitted both models to performance data from a visuomotor adaptation experiment

(Krakauer et al., 2006) to validate this claim. In this studyin which this data was taken

from, subjects performed visually guided reaching movements to a number of targets.

Visual feedback of hand position (given via a cursor on a screen) was rotated by 30o

relative to the starting position of each movement. The meandirectional error (aver-

aged over targets and over subjects) over trials is plotted in Figure 4.9. The Matlab

functionlsqnonlin was used to find the parameters for each model which minimized

the sum of the error between the data and the predictions of each model. Since only

the values of the noise coefficients relative to one another were relevant to the adapta-
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tion, we assumed that the motor noiseσ2
u was equal to 1. This left 4 free parameters

for the MLE-based model(σ2
v,σ2

p,η,γ). For the Bayesian model we assumed that all

disturbances had the same timescale, i.e. all elements ofa were the same, leaving 6

free parameters(σ2
v,σ2

p,q
v,qp,qu,a). The results of the fits are shown in Figure 4.9.

The spread of adaptation across components of the model was qualitatively similar be-

tween the two models, although no data on perceptual aftereffects was available from

this study for quantitative comparison. The Bayesian modelclearly displays a closer

fit to the data and the Akaike information criterion (AIC) confirmed that this was not

simply due to extra parameters (AIC = 126.7 for the Bayesian model vsAIC = 159.6

for the MLE-based model).

Although the Bayesian model appears to describe the data better, this analysis is

by no means conclusive. Furthermore, the similar scope of predictions between the

two models means that gathering additional data from alignment tests may not pro-

vide any further leverage to distinguish between the two models. There is, however,

a more striking difference in predictions between the two models. While the MLE-

based model predicts there will be sensory adaptationonlywhen there is a discrepancy

between the senses, the Bayesian model predicts that there will also be sensory adapta-

tion in response to a motor disturbance such as an external force applied to the hand).

Just as a purely visual disturbance can lead to a multifaceted adaptive response, so can

a purely motor disturbance, with both motor and sensory components predicted, even

though there is never any discrepancy between the senses.

This occurs because there are three unknown disturbances, but only two observa-

tions on each trial. There are therefore many combinations of disturbances which can

account for the observations on each trial. Because of the subject’s assumptions about

how the disturbances vary over time (i.e. Equation 7.10), explanation which assign

credit to all three disturbances are more likely than the true disturbance which was

experienced.

This prediction enables us to distinguish decisively between the two models. The

hypothesis that movement errors caused by motor disturbances leads to sensory adap-

tation is easily tested, which we do in the next chapter. Before proceeding to the details

of the experiment, however, we briefly describe how the MLA model can be extended

to include three components of adaptation, rather than 2. This 3-component MLA

model, gives rise to the same qualitative predictions as theBayesian model.
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4.3.3 Sensory/motor MLA model

The maximum-likelihood based sensory adaptation model canbe extended to include

an additional motor component of adaptation. This yields a corresponding third esti-

mate of hand position ˆyu
t which can be understood as a forward model prediction of

hand position given previous motor commands. We now have three estimates of hand

position:

ŷv
t = vt − r̂v

t (4.37)

ŷp
t = pt − r̂ p

t (4.38)

ŷu = ut + r̂y
t . (4.39)

As in the two-disturbance case, the disturbance estimates are updated in such a way

that these estimates gradually converge towards the MLE, which in this case is given

by

ŷMLE
t = wvŷ

v
t +wpŷp

t +wuŷu
t . (4.40)

This leads to a similar set of update rules to before.

The maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) ˆyt of the true hand positionyt is given

by

ŷt = wvŷ
v
t +wpŷp

t +wuŷu
t , (4.41)

wherewv =
σ−2

v

σ−2
v +σ−2

p +σ−2
u

, with the weights for the other modalities defined analagously.

According the MLE principle, each disturbance estimate is updated by adjusting

that estimate towards the MLE in such a way that the MLE remains unchanged. This

is achieved by adapting the estimate for each modality towards the MLE as follows:

∆r = ηΩ




ŷ− ŷv

ŷ− ŷp

ŷ− ŷu


 , (4.42)

whereη is some fixed adaptation rate and

Ω =




wv−1 0 0

0 wp−1 0

0 0 1−wu


 . (4.43)

Note that the change inru
t is opposite in sign to those forrv andr p, since this com-

ponent isaddedto the motor command, rather than subtracted when calculating the

corresponding hand position estimate.
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This three-component MLA model (MLA3) shares many of the properties of the

Bayesian model. The update equation for the Bayesian model is simply given by the

Kalman filter update equation:

∆r̂ = KH(r − r̂). (4.44)

Here,K is the Kalman gain, andH is the disturbance-observation matrix

(
1 0 1

0 1 1

)
.

A similar linear update rule can also be derived for the MLE-based model. We can

expand ˆy− ŷv using Equations 4.37 and 4.41, leading to

ŷt − ŷv
t = (wv−1)(rv

t − r̂v
t )+wp(r

p
t − r̂ p

t )+wu(r̂
y
t − ru

t ), (4.45)

which is linear in(r t − r̂ t). Similar expressions follow for ˆyt − ŷp
t and for ŷt − ŷu

t ,

resulting in

∆r t = ηΩ




wv−1 wp −wu

wv wp−1 −wu

wv wp 1−wu


 (r t − r̂ t). (4.46)

This recovers an update rule of the same form as Equation 4.44.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have examined models of sensory adaptation, comparing previous

models in which sensory adaptaiton is driven purely by sensory discrepancy, with a

Bayesian model in which disturbances are inferred from observations based on a full

generative model of disturbances and observations.

In the next chapter, we test the strong prediction made by theBayesian model that

movement errors caused by a perturbing force field will lead to sensory adaptation, as

well as motor adaptation to the force field. Note that this prediction is shared by the

3-component MLA model described immediately above.





Chapter 5

Experimental Methods and Results

In Chapter 4, we derived a model of concurrent sensory and motor adaptation based on

the principle that adaptation proceeds according to Bayesian inference of disturbances

given observed errors. Whereas previous models have supposed that sensory adapta-

tion is driven purely by discrepancy between sensory modalities and is independent of

movement errors, our Bayesian model predicts a strong coupling between sensory and

motor adaptation. In particular, it predicts that adaptation to a force field, in which

there are movement errors but no discrepancy between visionand proprioception, will

also lead to sensory adaptation. In this chapter we describeexperiments which tested

and confirmed this hypothesis. Table 5.1 provides a summary of all the experiments

reported in this chapter.

5.1 Experimental setup and design

11 right-handed subjects performed a series of trials consisting of reaching movements

interleaved with perceptual alignment tests. Subjects grasped the handle of a robotic

manipulandum with their right hand throughout the experiment. This hand was not vis-

ible directly, but a cursor was displayed via a mirror/flat screen monitor setup (Figure

5.1(a)) to be exactly co-planar and aligned with the handle of the manipulandum. In

the movement phase, subjects made an out-and-back reachingmovement towards a vi-

sual target with their right hand. The visual target was randomly selected from a group

of 5 targets all located 15cm from the starting hand position, but distributed along an

arc +/- 5◦around the straight-ahead direction. In the visual localization phase, a visual

target was displayed randomly in one of the same 5 positions and the subjects moved

their left fingertip, which was also not visible, to the perceived location of the target. In

85
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Figure 5.1: (a) Experimental Setup, (b) Sample trajectories and performance error mea-

sure
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Figure 5.2: Experimental procedure. Experiment consisted of 100 trials. Each trial

consistent of three phases: A reaching movement, a visual alignment test and a propri-

oceptive alignment test. A velocity-dependent force was applied to the hand during the

reaching movements, the strength of which was increased from 0 to maximum between

trials 26-75.
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Figure 5.3: Distortion of the electromagnetic position tracking system (a) and recalibra-

tion (b).

the proprioceptive localization phase, the right hand was passively moved to a random

target location (selected from the same 5 locations as before) with no visual cue of its

position, and subjects moved their left fingertip to the perceived location of the right

hand. Neither hand was directly visible at any time during the experiment. Subjects

were given a tactile marker to mark a ‘home’ position for their left hand, where they

held their left hand in between alignment tasks.

Left fingertip positions were recorded using an electromagnetic Polhemus motion

tracker. Optical tracking was not practical due to occlusion issues. The presence of

metallic objects around the workspace led to some distortion of the magnetic field and

consequently distortion of the position measurements obtained. This was compensated

for through a recalibration of the motion tracker: The output of the Polhemus tracker

was measured at points on a uniform grid in the workspace witha spacing of 2cm.

The mapping from the Polhemus output to the true location on the calibration grid was

estimated using Gaussian process regression (Rasmussen and Williams, 2006) (see

Figure 5.3), which was found to lead to very reliable reconstruction of the calibration

grid and smooth interpolation between sampled points.

Subjects were given 25 baseline trials with zero external force, after which a force

field was gradually introduced. A leftward lateral force wasapplied to the right hand

during the reaching phase, the magnitude of which was proportional to the forward

velocity ẏ of the hand, i.e.

Fx = −aẏ. (5.1)

The force was applied only on the outward part of the movement(i.e. only when ˙y> 0).

After steadily incrementinga during 50 adaptation trials, the force field was then kept
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Table 5.1: Summary of experiments. See text for details of different conditions.

Force dir. Reach type Drift test? Tactile marker?

Exp. 1 L only Out and back No Yes

Exp. 2 L and R Out only No Yes

Exp. 3 L and R Out and back Yes Yes

Exp. 4 L and R Out only No No

constant ata = 0.3 N/(cms−1) for a further 25 post-adaptation test trials. All subjects

received a catch trial after the final test trial, in which theforce field was turned off.

The particular force field used was chosen so that the cursor trajectories (and motor

commands required to counter the perturbation) would be as close as possible to those

used to generate the linear trajectories required when exposed to a visuomotor shear

(such as was used by van Beers et al. (2002)). Figure 5.1(b) shows two trajectories

from a typical subject, one from the post-adaptation test phase and one from the catch

trial after adaptation. During the initial outward part of the catch trial trajectory, the

initial movement is very straight, implying that similar motor commands were used to

those required by a visuomotor rotation or shear.

5.2 Experiment 1 results

5.2.1 Force field adaptation leads to sensory adaptation

We compared the average performance in the visual and proprioceptive alignment tests

before and after adaptation in the velocity-dependent force field. The results are sum-

marized in Figure 5.4(a). Most subjects exhibited small butstatistically significant

shifts in performance in both the visual and proprioceptivealignment tests. Two sub-

jects exhibited shifts which were more than two standard deviations away from the

average shift and were excluded from the analysis. We found significant lateral shifts

in both visual and proprioceptive localization error in thedirection of the perturbation

(both p< .05, one-tailed paired t-test). Figure 5.4(b) shows the same data for the di-

rection perpendicular to the perturbation. The initial alignment bias in this direction

was, surprisingly, quite high (around 10cm). There was no shift in alignment bias in

either modality, which is consistent with the fact that there was no perturbation in that

direction.
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Figure 5.4: (a) Average lateral (in direction of the perturbation) localization error across

subjects before vs after adaptation, for vision and proprioception. Error bars indicate

standard errors. (b) Same plots for y-direction

The amount of sensory adaptation varied substantially between subjects. After

applying a Bonferroni correction, we found that 3 of the 12 subjects exhibited a signif-

icant shift in visual alignment bias, and 4 of the 12 subjectsexhibited significant shifts

in proprioceptive alignment bias (p < .05, two-tailed t-test with Bonferroni correction

applied). Figure 5.5 illustrates the data for all subjects.Visual and proprioceptive shifts

were positively correlated (r = .5923).

5.2.2 Model fits to data

We quantified subjects’ performance in the reaching task as the perpendicular distance

between the furthest point in the trajectory and the straight line passing through both

the start position and the target (Figure 5.1(b)). We fitted the Bayesian model and the

distinct sensory/motor MLA/SS model to the average data measured across subjects by

finding parameters which minimized the squared error between the mean predictions of

the model (i.e. when simulated without any noise) and the mean subject performance.

Performance in the reaching, visual alignment and proprioceptive alignment tasks were

weighted equally. The model predictions for the alignment test were additionally offset

by the mean subject alignment error over the first 25 trials, in order to compensate for

the initial bias exhibited by subjects. The Matlab functionlsqnonlin was used to

perform the optimization.

Figure 5.6 illustrates the averaged data along with the optimized fits for both mod-
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Figure 5.5: Correlation between visual alignment shift and proprioceptive alignment

shift following force field adaptation. Each data point represents a single subject. Grey

bars indicate standard error in the shift estimates for each subject in each modality.

Solid black line represents line of equality between visual and proprioceptive shifts.

Dashed black line represents line of best fit to the data.

els. Both models were able to account reasonably well for thetrends in reaching per-

formance across trials (Figure 5.6(a)). Note that since theforce field was introduced

incrementally, the errors remained small, therefore the motor execution noise tends to

dominate. Figures 5.6(b) and 5.6(c) show the model fits for the perceptual localization

task. The Bayesian model is able to account for both the extent of the shift and the

timecourse of this shift during adaptation. Since there wasnever any discrepancy in-

troduced between vision and proprioception, the MLA/SS model predicted no change

in performance in these tasks.

5.3 Experiment 2: Controlling for left hand propriocep-

tive drift

The results of the previous section strongly support the Bayesian model. As predicted

by the model, we observed rightward shifts in alignment biasfollowing adaptation to

a leftward force field. In the previous section, we assumed that these changes were

caused by recalibrations of the visual and right-hand proprioceptive estimates of hand
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Figure 5.6: Trial-by-trial data and model fits. (a) Reaching error, (b) Visual alignment

test error, (c) Proprioceptive alignment test error. The Bayesian (solid blue lines) and

MLE-based (dashed red lines) were fitted to averaged data across subjects (circles).
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Shift in RH Proprioception
a

Shift in LH Proprioception
b

True position

Perceived position

Figure 5.7: Two alternative causes of a shift in proprioceptive alignment bias. A mea-

sured leftward shift could be due to either: (a) a leftward shift in right hand propriocep-

tion, or (b) a rightward shift in left hand proprioception. interpretations of the results of

Experiment 1.

position. However, the LH to RH alignment tests only enable us to measure therela-

tivecalibration between LH and RH proprioception.A rightward shift in proprioceptive

alignment bias might equally have been caused by a leftward shift in left hand propri-

oception. These alternative causes of an observed shift in alignment in alignment test

peformance are illustrated in Figure 5.7. The shift in alignment bias could also clearly

be caused by a combination of shifts in left hand and right hand proprioception. The

same is true for shifts in visual alignment bias.

Since the shifts in the LH-VIS and LH-RH alignment tests werecomparable, a

plausible alternative interpretation of our result is thatthe shifts in visual and propri-

oceptive alignment biases were caused by a single shift in LHproprioception, rather

than separate, correlated shifts in RH and VIS. If the results were due to a shift in LH

proprioception, this would likely be unrelated to the forcefield which was applied to

the right hand, and could simply reflect a natural bias for LH to drift toward the left.

To control for this possibility, we tested a further two groups of subjects. This time,

half of the subjects received a rightward force, while the other half received a leftward

force. As in Experiment 1, the magnitude of the force was proportional to the forward

velocity of the hand. In this second experiment, we had subjects perform outward-only

reaches, rather than the out-and-back reversal movements used in Experiment 1. Since

proprioceptive drift is known to be exacerbated by movement(Desmurget et al., 2000;

Brown et al., 2003), we kept movement of the left hand to a minimum in Experiment 2

by only having subjects perform the alignment tests in the baseline and testing blocks,

and not during the middle block of 50 adaptation trials.

If the results in Experiment 1 were caused by a tendency for left hand propriocep-
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of alignment test performance before vs after adaptation, in

5.8(a) leftward force and 5.8(b) rightward force groups.

tion to drift to the left, independently of the presence of the force field, then we would

expect there to be no difference between the two groups. However if the alignment

test shifts really were directly caused by adaptation to theforce field, then we would

expect to see opposite shifts in the two groups.

5.3.1 Experiment 2 results

6 subjects received a leftward force and 6 subjects receiveda rightward force. Figure

5.8 compares the alignment biases before and after adaptation for both groups. There

is a clear difference in patterns of adaptation between subjects who received a leftward

force and subjects who received a rightward force. Theshift in visual alignment bias

exhibited by the leftward force group was significantly different from that exhibited by

the rightward group (p < .05, 1-tailed t-test). The shifts in proprioceptive alignment

bias were not found to be significant (p = .495, 1-tailed t-test).

Figure 5.9 shows visual and proprioceptive shifts for all subjects. There is a clear

distinction between leftward and right force groups. Visual and proprioceptive shifts

across the two groups were correlated (r = .653).

The mean visual shift across all subjects (leftward and rightward) was around 1cm

to the left, and this was comparable with the mean shift in proprioception. This can

likely be attributed to proprioceptive drift in the left hand having a slight rightward

bias, i.e. subjects tended to believe their left hand was further to the right than it

actually was.
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Figure 5.9: Summary of individual subjects. Each point represents a single subject.

Filled circles indicate rightward force subjects. Open triangles represent leftward force

subjects.

The lack of a significant shift in proprioception is at odds with the results of Exper-

iment 1. There were two principle differences in experimental methods that may have

accounted for this: i) Movements were out-and-back in Experiment 1, but outward-

only in Experiment 2. ii) The experimental setup was slightly different in Experiment

2, possibly leading to slightly greater visibility of the upper arms. It is not clear, how-

ever, how these differences might lead to a stronger effect on vision than propriocep-

tion.

5.4 Additional Experiments

In addition to Experiments 1 and 2, we also performed two experiments which were

less succesful in finding significant differences between leftward and rightward force

conditions. The experimental setup in these further two experiments were slightly

different to the other two experiments, as explained below.We include the results of

these experiments here since they may of interest and we speculate below as to the

reason why no significant effect was observed in these experiments. For convenience,

Table 5.1 summarized the differences between experiments 1-4.
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Figure 5.10: Results from the drift test experiment. Bars show mean visual and propri-

oceptive shifts (a) Leftward force group, (b) Rightward force group.
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Figure 5.11: Detailed results from the drift test experiment. Each point shows visual

and proprioceptive shifts for a single subject. Subjects who received a rightward force

are indicated by a black circle. Subjects who received a leftward force are indicated by

a white triangle.)

5.4.1 Experiment 3

In a further experiment (Experiment 3), we attempted to quantify the drift in each

subjects’ left hand by performing an additional ‘drift test’ on each trial. The exper-

imental setup design was similar to Experiment 1. Subjects performed out-and-back

reaching movements in the presence of a either a leftward or arightward force, with

alignment tests in between each reach trial. However, an additional component was
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included: Following the proprioceptive alignment test, subjects were asked to move

their left hand forward to a remembered point a few centimetres straight ahead of a

tactile marker. We hypothesized that if the proprioceptively felt location of the left

hand drifted, then this would affect the planned change in joint angles for moving to

the remembered location and therefore affect the final measured endpoint, cf. (Sober

and Sabes, 2003; Scheidt et al., 2005).

While some drift did occur in the location of subjects’ left hand during the drift test,

we found that this was uncorrelated with changes in alignment test performance. More

interestingly, in this experiment we found no significant difference in shifts in align-

ment bias between subjects who received a leftward force, and subjects who received

a rightward force. The mean shifts in vision and proprioception across subjects are

summarized in Figure 5.10. In both conditions, both visual and proprioceptive align-

ment biases shifted leftward by around 2cm. It is clear that there is no difference in

average shift between leftward and rightward groups, contrary to the results from Ex-

periments 1 and 2. Data from all subjects is shown in Figure 5.11. These data further

supports the view that there is little difference between these two groups, particularly

if the two outlying data points (i.e. the one subject from each group which exhibited a

large leftward visual shift) are ignored.

5.4.2 Experiment 4

The lack of any force-related shifts in alignment bias in these subject groups may

have been due to increased uncertainty in the location of theleft hand. We tested this

hypothesis in a further experiment (Experiment 4) in which subjects did not receive

a tactile marker for their left hand. The mean visual and proprioceptive shifts across

subjects are shown in Figure 5.12. A scatter plot of all subjects is plotted in Figure

5.13. These results follow the same trend as the previous experiment in which the

additional drift test was included: There is clearly no difference between subjects who

received a leftward force and subjects who received a rightward force.

We conclude from these two experiments that an increase in uncertainty in the left

hand caused subjects to change their strategy while performing the alignment tests -

possibly switching to a more habitual strategy which was independent of any changes

in right hand and left hand sensory calibration.
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Figure 5.12: Results from sessions in which subjects received no tactile marker for the

left hand. Bars show mean visual and proprioceptive shifts (a) Leftward force group, (b)

Rightward force group.
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Figure 5.13: Detailed results from sessions in which subjects received no tactile marker

for the left hand. Each point shows visual and proprioceptive shifts for a single subject.

Subjects who received a rightward force are indicated by a black circle. Subjects who

received a leftward force are indicated by a white triangle.)

5.5 Analysis of the components of adaptation

All of the three-component (i.e. 2 sensory, 1 motor) adaptation models we have con-

sidered here lead to a learning rule of the form

∆r t = D(r t − r̂ t). (5.2)
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We can analyse the behaviour of such a learning rule by considering the eigenvectors

of the adaptation matrixD. In each model, this matrix turns out to have one zero

eigenvalue with eigenvector(−1,−1,1)T . This eigenvector corresponds to unobserv-

able changes in the disturbance vector in which equal visualand proprioceptive shifts

are accompanied by an equal and opposite shift in hand position, so that the overall

perception of hand position does not change. The two remaining eigenvectors corre-

spond to two distinct components of learning which adapt at different timescales. The

timescales of each component is determined by its associated eigenvalue.

This view of the models reveals that there are essentially two components to any

such model (since there is one direction inr -space which cannot be observed and is

therefore not adapted along). The models differ primarily among the kind of compo-

nents that they are able to predict given the parameters of the model. Given estimates of

the parameters of each model, we can now consider these components quantitatively.

Figure 5.14(a) illustrates the components of adaptation ofthe Bayesian model,

given the parameters that were learnt from data. Figure 5.14(b) provides a similar

illustration for the MLA model. Note that in both cases, there is one eigenvector with

eigenvalue zero, with eigenvector[1,1,−1]. This null component reflects the fact that

no adaptation occurs when a motor disturbance shifts the true position of the hand, but

both vision and proprioception are shifted in the opposite direction, giving the subject

the illusion that nothing has changed.

The adaptation matrix for the distinct sensory/motor adaptation rule in Section

4.3.1 is

M =




wp −wp 0

−wv wv 0

−γwv −γwp −γ


 . (5.3)

Optimizing the open parameters leads to the eigenvectors which are illustrated in Fig-

ure 5.14(c).

As can be seen, there is one component which is predominantlyvisual, and one

component comprising a combination of proprioception and dynamics. The existence

of these components suggest that vision can be adapted largely independently of pro-

prioception and dynamics, but that proprioception and dynamics tend to adapt in tan-

dem. This also suggests the possibility of distinct neural substrates for these two com-

ponents.
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Figure 5.14: Components of adaptation for the different sensory/motor adaptation mod-

els. These components are eigenvectors of the adaptation update matrix. The associ-

ated eigenvalues determine the rate of adaptation of each component.
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5.6 Conclusions

Our experimental results show that adaptation of reaching movements in a force field

results in shifts in visual and proprioceptive spatial perception. Furthermore, we have

discounted the possibility that these shifts were simply caused by a bias in the extend

of LH proprioceptive drift by comparing the results of adaptation to force fields in

opposing directions.

This novel finding strongly supports the Bayesian model, which predicted such

adaptation, and refutes alternative models in which sensory adaptation is assumed to

occur independently of motor adaptation.

The Bayesian model was able to account for the trends in both reaching perfor-

mance and alignment test errors on a trial-to-trial basis.

Overall, our results suggest that the nervous system solvesthe problems of sen-

sory and motor adaptation in a principled and unified manner,supporting the view

that sensorimotor adaptation proceeds according to optimal estimation of encountered

disturbances.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Discussion

6.1 Distal learning and control architectures

In this thesis we have considered the problem of sensorimotor adaptation where there

may be multiple kinds of disturbance present. In Chapter 3 weexamined the issue of

distal learning. Cerebellar-based control architectureswhich rely on adaptation of an

inverse internal model face a distal learning problem in which the relationship between

sensory errors and errors in the internal model output (motor errors) is not precisely

known, or may be computed using outdated information, if thedynamic or kinematic

properties of the plant change (Jordan and Rumelhart, 1992). One solution to this

problem which has been proposed (Porrill et al., 2004; Porrill and Dean, 2007b) is

to employ an alternative control architecture which instead employs a forward inter-

nal model. A major contribution of this thesis has been to show that such control

architectures still suffer from a distal learning problem when the properties of thetask

change, i.e. when the relationship between stimuli and requirements for succesful task

completion change. We have given examples where thesetask disturbancesmay arise

naturally in a variety of behaviours, including the VOR, saccades and reaching and

catching.

Chen-Harris et al. (2008) proposed a model of saccade adaptation in which the

cerebellum learns a forward model of the oculomotor plant. This model shares some

similarities with the VOR adaptation model of Porrill et al.(2004) - the cerebellum acts

in a recurrent loop with a feedforward controller, computing a forward model of the

plant from motor commands issued by the controller. These models differ, however,

in which brainstem input the cerebellar output modulates. In the Chen-Harris et al.

model, the output of the cerebellum forms an estimate of the state of the plant to give

101
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to the brainstem controller. In the Porrill et al. model, theoutput of the cerebellum

augments thestimulus. However, only the Porrill et al. model successfully circumvents

the distal learning problem. The Chen-Harris model suffersfrom distal learning issues

under both plantand task disturbances.

In simulations, we found that the problems posed by distal learning only impair

adaptation significantly in cases where disturbances are severe, such as rotations of

visual feedback of more than 90 degrees. Avoidance of distallearning issues may not

be such a primary consideration for the motor system. Thoughthe two models we

considered give rise to different predictions about the timecourse of learning at the

behavioural level, these predictions depend strongly on the assumed plasticity laws in

the cerebellum. It is therefore difficult to draw any firm conclusions about what kind

of architecture may be being employed based on behavioural data.

Another reason why it may be difficult to draw conclusions based on behavioural

level patterns of adaptation is that adaptation at the behavioural level may in fact be

dictated by behavioural-level phenomena. The normative modelling approach pro-

poses precisely this: that patterns of adaptation are dictated by inferences about the

environment, rather than by low-level neural plasticity laws.

6.2 Multiple components of adaptation

In Chapter 1 we proposed the normative idea that the motor system should maintain

multiple components of adaptation, each represented as an internal model, correspond-

ing to the multiple potential types of disturbance to which the motor system may be

exposed. This was primarily motivated by considering the differences between adapt-

ing to kinematics and dynamics disturbances. We argued that, from a normative per-

spective, these two kinds of disturbances should be adaptedto differently since they

are likely to require different patterns of generalization. Behavioural seems to support

this idea (Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994; Krakauer et al., 1999).

Returning to theory, however, it may not be so easy to distinguish between these

two kinds of disturbance. Discrepancies between visual andproprioceptive feedback

should enable the nervous system to distinguish between visual and dynamics distur-

bances. However, issues of noisy sensory feedback mean thatthis task is not entirely

trivial. Furthermore, sensory feedback itself is liable todrift out of calibration.

In Chapter 4 we considered the closely related problem of concurrent sensory re-

calibration and motor adaptation. We examined previous models in which sensory
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adaptation is driven purely by discrepancy between visual and proprioceptive feed-

back, and extended these to include an additional motor component based on the linear

state-space modelling approach.

We derived an alternative Bayesian model in which sensory miscalibrations and

motor disturbances are jointly inferred from sensory feedback based on a full gen-

erative probabilistic model of the observations given the disturbances. This model

correctly predicts the distributed nature of adaptation among sensory and motor com-

ponents when visual feedback is shifted. However it also predicts that, in a force field

adaptation task where there is no discrepancy between sensory modalities but there

are movement error, there will also be sensory adaptation. In Chapter 5 we tested and

confirmed this prediction.

6.3 Unresolved questions and future work

Although there is strong evidence in favour of the notion of sensory recalibration, there

are still skeptics. Smeets et al. (2006) argued against the idea of sensory adaptation, ar-

guing instead that apparrent shifts in multimodal estimates of hand position can be ex-

plained by a simple reweighting of two fixed unimodal estimated. They tested subjects

ability to align their hand to a moving target with and without visual feedback of hand

position. Much like the subjects we tested, most subjects exhibited some bias in the

alignment during an initial block of trials without visual feedback. When visual feed-

back was introduced, this bias was immediately eliminated.According to our model,

the existence of the bias should have prompted subjects to recalibrate their senses to

eliminate the bias. When visual feedback was again removed,however, subjects move-

ment errors gradually drifted back towards the same bias that had been observed in the

very first block. Smeets et al. show that these results are consistent with a model in

which senses are not adapted, onlyreweighted. They assume that a visual estimate of

hand position is maintained, even when vision is removed, but that the uncertainty in

this visual estimate increases as more movements are made. Thus the relative weight

of proprioception steadily increases with trial number once vision is removed.

It is not immediately clear how to reconcile this result withour model. One pos-

sibile explanation, however, is that subjects do not necessarily believe that the cursor

they observe on the screen truly corresponds to their hand position. In the study by

Smeets et al., the cursor was simply a cube in 3-dimensional space. When visual

feedback is available, subjects are able to perform visually-guided feedback control.
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This need not, however, lead to adaptation of proprioception in the sense that we have

demonstrated here if they do not believe that the cursor represents their true hand po-

sition. The gradual drift back towards the initial level of performance might represent

a gradual forgetting of (what the subject perceives to be) the display offset. Should the

display offset be changed by the experimentor, however, thesubject may be inclined to

believe that this is more likely to be due to a miscalibrationof his own vision system

than a change in the display - which he has no reason to believewill change with time.

Hence there may be a difference between how the subject initially learns the kinemat-

ics of the ‘tool’ under control, and how the subject later utilizes this information to

recalibrate his own senses.

Sober and Sabes (2005) showed that varying the quality of visual feedback led to

varying strategies for integration with proprioception. When a visual estimate of joint

angles was available, for instance, this led to greater reliance on visual feedback than

when end-effector location alone was provided.

It seems that such flexibility is also present during adaptation - the relative extent

of visual and proprioceptive adaptation under shifted visual feedback is different when

subjects view a cursor compared with when view their whole hand. Adaptation when

wearing prism goggles is also substantially more rapid thanadapation using virtual

displays. This difference might also reflect partial attribution of errors to the display,

rather than the subject’s own somatosensory system. Scheidt et al. (2005) addressed the

question of how vision and proprioception contribute to motor adaptation by ‘clamp-

ing’ visual feedback during reaching movements to a straight line between the starting

and target positions, while perturbing the true hand position with a velocity-dependent

force field. They found that the visual clamp led to very little adaptation of reaching

movements. In fact, hand trajectories on catch trials were even in thesame directionas

the perturbed trajectories, the opposite direction from what one would expect during

adaptation.

Scheidt et al. propose that their results can be explained bya misestimation of the

initial posture of the arm, i.e. a shift in right-hand proprioception. In our model, we

assumed that proprioception played no role in the planning of reaching movements and

was only utilized in judging movement errors. Other studieshave also highlighted the

importance of proprioceptive estimates of initial hand location for reaching (Sober and

Sabes, 2003, 2005).

One difficulty in comparing Scheidt et al.’s experiment withour own is that they

employed multiple targets, whereas we used just a single target. Extending the model
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to account for multiple targets is not straightforward.

Incorporating initial position into our model would be difficult but not impossible.

One difficulty is that not much is known about how shifts in proprioception generalize

between different locations in space. Simani et al. (2007) found some generalization to

other locations of the workspace, however more extensive future research is required

to characterize the full nature and extent of this generalization.

6.3.1 Extension to multiple reach directions

We have only considered reaching movements to a very small group of targets con-

tained within a 25◦range. This was a deliberate choice to avoid modelling difficulties

associated with generalization to targets in different directions. Extending our model

to include multiple target directions is far from straightforward. One requirement of

such a model would likely be that the generalization characteristics of the different

components would be different. One might expect the visual disturbance to generalize

extrinsically, and the proprioceptive disturbance to generalize intrinsically. The motor

component could be either. Indeed there may be multiple motor components relating

to e.g. the arm and the environment (Kluzik et al., 2008). These different motor com-

ponents may exhibit different generalization properties (Berniker and Körding, 2008).

In principle, such a model can be represented in terms of a Kalman filter in which

the output is constructed from a linear combination of nonlinear basis functions, as

in 2.5, with the weights corresponding to the unknown disturbance. This gives rise

to a model in which the nonlinearity manifests itself as changes in the observation

matrix from one trial to the next. However, there is a slightly more subtle difficulty we

encounter when trying to formulate this model. All of the Bayesian models we have

considered here, as well as the other Kalman filter-based models we have described

which have been proposed elsewhere, are formulated asforward models. Learning is

achieved by adapting this forward model. Action selection is achieved by inverting it

to find u. In the linear models considered here and elsewhere, inverting the forward

model is trivial. In a nonlinear model, however, it is not.

Considering a deterministic, nonlinear model with a singleobservation but several

nonlinear disturbance components:

y = ∑ ry
i φ(u). (6.1)

It is far from trivial to attempt to solve this equation foru given some desired hand
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position y∗. Including multiple observations, noise, etc. complicates matters even

further.

The generalization patterns we observe in subjects are consistent with an inverse

model representation, rather than a forward model representation. An extrinsic gener-

alization pattern would emerge from some representation with basis functions of the

form y = ∑wiφi(v
∗), rather thanv = ∑wiφi(y). Learning inverse models, however,

we encounter the problem of distal learning, as discussed inChapter 3. The Bayesian

framework is not exempt from the distal learning problem. Representing an inverse

model using a Kalman filter amounts to assuming a probabilistic model in which the

motor commandu is generated bythe sensory stimuli,v say, i.e.

p(rt ,ut,vt) = p(rt)p(vt)p(ut |rt,vt), (6.2)

rather than

p(r,u,v) = p(r)p(u)p(v|r,u), (6.3)

as assumed in a forward model formulation. Ultimately this will lead to updates of the

form

rt+1 = rt +Kt(u
∗
t −ut), (6.4)

where the term in brackets is the difference between the ‘true’ motor commandu∗t and

our actual (estimated) motor commandut . This amounts exactly to the distal learning

problem described in Chapter 3, since we cannot observe thiserror directly, we can

only observe its sensory consequences.

6.3.2 Predictions about uncertainty

Although the Bayesian and state-space modelling approaches can lead to very similar

predictions, there are two key advantages to the Bayesian modelling approach. Firstly,

the learning rate, which is chosen fairly arbitrarily in thestate-space model formula-

tion, is determined in the Bayesian framework by the structure of the generative model.

In simple models with a single disturbance and a single observation of performance,

it has been shown that learning rate is sensitive to changes in feedback uncertainty

and uncertainty in the disturbance (Burge et al., 2008). In our model of multimodal

sensorimotor adaptation, in which there are three unknown disturbances and two ob-

servations, the learning rate becomes a 2×3 adaptation matrix. The structure of the

generative model determines the properties of this matrix and this is essentially where

the prediction of interaction between sensory and motor adaptation arises from.
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Another important feature of Bayesian models, however, is that they predict that

changes in the observation structure from trial to trial (i.e. the matrixH in the Kalman

filter formulation described in Section 2.4.1) will affect the uncertainty in disturbances

and consequently the rate of adaptation. In the settings in which we have applied

our model, the observation structure has remained fixed, therefore these aspects of

the Bayesian modelling approach have not been tested. Our generative model makes

very clear predictions about how adaptation will proceed if, say, visual feedback is

removed. The effect of changing observation structure has been examined elsewhere

(Krakauer et al., 2006; Körding et al., 2007b; Wei and Körding, 2008), with some

evidence found in support of Bayesian models of the kind we have proposed. However,

not all predictions of this framework turn out to be supported experimentally. Huang

and Shadmehr (2007) found that increasing inter-trial intervals led to greater adaptation

to errors experienced on the previous trial, rather than increased sensitivity to errors on

subsequent trials, as the Bayesian framework would suggest.

Any negative experimental results indicate the limit of these kind of models. There

will inevitably be discrepancies between the physiological and computational abilities

of the brain, and normative principles which we expect to be reflected in their be-

haviour. Observations of behaviour deviating from optimality is, in a sense, just as

enlightening, if not more so, than observations of optimal behaviour, since the latter

may point to physiological constraints which can potentially be correlated with brain

structure and function, paving the way for a deeper understanding of how the brain

controls movement of the body. Nevertheless, a thorough understanding of norma-

tive principles is essential in order to draw this distinction and recognize whether an

observed behaviour reflects a physiological constraint, ora behavioural strategy.





Appendix A

Kalman filter update equations

This basic probabilistic framework can be extended to arbitrary linear dynamical sys-

tems, with general form

r t+1 = Atr t +ηt (A.1)

ηt ∼ N(0,Qt), (A.2)

zt = HtrT + εt (A.3)

εt ∼ N(0,Rt). (A.4)

Here,At is a (potentially time-varying) matrix which describes anyunderlying dynam-

ics of the disturbance. In a motor control context this is typically assumed to be either

the identityI , or αI , whereα is some number slightly less than 1, e.g.α = .999. This

describes disturbances which tend to gradually decay over time, withα the decay rate.

Interestingly, this decay factor is the only way in which these linear adaptation models

can capture incomplete learning. If we think of theα as a ‘forgetting factor’, learning

becomes incomplete when the amount learned from errors on one trial becomes equal

to the amount of forgetting on that trial.

The volatility of the disturbances,Qt , is usually assumed to be diagonal, since

multiple disturbances should decay independently.Ht is the observation matrix, and

describes how the latent disturbances are manifested in theobservations.Rt is the

covariance matrix of the observations on trialt.

The prior over the disturbance is now given by a multivariateGaussian with mean

r̂ t|t−1 and covariance matrixPt|t−1. We similarly represent the posterior mean and

covariance bŷr t|t andPt|t .
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The derivation of the update equations (finding the posterior mean and covari-

ance matrix) follows the same basic logic as the 1-dimensional case presented in the

previous section, however it is slightly more involved due to the (potentially) multi-

dimensional nature of the disturbances and observations. The general algorithm is

given by the following equations. First, a prediction step,in which the prior for trialt

is computed from the posterior of the previous trial:

r̂ t|t−1 = Ar̂ t−1|t−1, (A.5)

Pt|t−1 = APt|tA
T +Qt−1. (A.6)

Then an update step based on the incoming observations:

z̃t = zt −Ht r̂ t|t−1 (A.7)

St = HtPt|t−1HT
t +Rt (A.8)

Kt = Pt|t−1HTS−1 (A.9)

r̂ t|t = r̂ t|t−1 +Kt z̃ (A.10)

Pt|t = (I −KtHt)Pt|t−1 (A.11)

Note that, in general, this model permits learning of nonlinear disturbances also,

provided they are represented as a linear combination of nonlinear basis elements, as

in Eqn 2.5. Herer t corresponds to the weightsw, andHt takes the role of the nonlinear

basis elements.



Appendix B

Computational methods for cerebellar

modelling

The same pattern of training was used and very similar control and learning algorithms

were employed for simulating each of the behaviours discussed here. Table B.1 out-

lines the basic algorithm underlying all of the simulations.

In each case, an initial motor command-outcome mappingP0 and an initial stimulus-

desired outcome mappingS0 were specified. The algorithm then simulated cerebellar-

based adaptation to a new pair of mappingsP1 andS1 (in practice only one was varied

at a time) using either a feedforward (FF) or recurrent (REC)architecture.

A sequence of stimulix1:T was selected. For the VOR, thisxt represented a

discrete-time series of head velocity measurements with a discretization timestep of

.01s. For reaching, eachxt represented a difference vector movement plan for a single

trial.

The fixed controllerB generates motor commands which are optimal under the

initial conditionsP0 andS0, i.e.

B(xt) = P−1
0 (S0(xt)). (B.1)

The input to the cerebellum, which we denote byzt , varied depending on the ar-

chitecture employed and the task. For linearP andS (i.e. in the case of VOR), under

the forward architecture this was equal to the stimulusxt , while under the recurrent

architecture this was equal to the motor commandut .

For nonlinearP andS (i.e. reaching),zt was given by a set of non-linear basis

functionsΦ defined over the same input space, i.e.zt = Φ(xt) for the feedforward

architecture andz = Φ(ut) for the recurrent architecture. The basis functionsΦ were
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Table B.1: Pseudocode summary of algorithm used for all simulating all behaviours

simulated and for both architectures. (Exceptions for particular behaviours are given in

parentheses).

Initialize:
Define stimulus sequencex1:T

W1 = 0
(u0 = 0 for VOR)

Run:
For t = 1:T

1. Generate motor command ut
if (FF)

zt = xt (or zt = Φ(xt) for reaching)
ct = Wtzt

if (REC)
ut = 0
iterate

zt = ut (or zt = Φ(ut) for reaching)
ct = Wtzt

ut = B(xt +ct)

until convergence ofut :

(or ut = B(xt +ct−1) for VOR)

2. Calculate outcome yt and observed errorỹt

yt = P1(ut)

y∗t = S1(ut)

ỹt = y∗t −yt

3. Estimate cerebellar error c̃t

if (FF)
̂̃ct = P−1

0 (ỹt) (or ̂̃ct = JP−1
0

ỹt for reaching)

if (REC)
̂̃ct = S−1

0 (ỹt)

4. Update cerebellar weights

Wt+1 = Wt +β̂̃ctzT
t

End
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Table B.2: Summary of model details for different behaviours.

Model Component Notation
Description

VOR Saccades Reaching

Stimulus xt Head velocity Target difference vector Target difference vector

Outcome yt Eye velocity Eye displacement Hand displacement

Motor command ut Oculomotor torque Motor amplitude Change in joint angle

Motor command-

outcome mapping

P Oculomotor Dynamics Oculomotor dynamics Visual rotation

Stimulus-desired out-

come mapping

S Visual rotation Target shift Target shift
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Gaussians given by

Φi(o) = e(o−r i)
TΣ(o−r i), (B.2)

whereo represents the appropriate input (xt or ut) depending on the architecture. The

function centresr i were distributed on a uniform square grid in the input space and the

metric Σ was chosen so that the width of each tuning function along each dimension

was equal to twice the separation∆r between functions:

Σ = 2




1
∆r1

0 0

0
... 0

0 0 1
∆rn


 . (B.3)

Note thatr andΣ were different between the two architectures due to different distri-

butions of inputs. A total of 16 basis functions in a 4×4 grid was used in each case.

The cerebellar outputct was then given by multiplying the inputzt by the learnt

cerebellar weight matrixWt ,

ct = Wtzt . (B.4)

The motor commandu was constructed differently for different architectures.For

the feedforward architecture, it was given directly by the sum of the cerebellar and

brainstem outputs

ut = B(xt)+C(xt). (B.5)

For the recurrent architecture, when approximating continuous time dynamics, as

in the VOR, the motor command was calculated as

ut = B(xt +C(ut−1)). (B.6)

For simulating single trials of reaching, the motor commandwas determined by iterat-

ing the equation

ut = B(xt +C(ut)) (B.7)

until the difference inu between successive iterations was less than 0.1 %.

In some cases the recurrency led to divergence ofut either while iterating within

a single trial (reaching) or over time (VOR), in which case the recurrent architecture

was unstable and unable to learn the task. However, this was typically only an issue

for transformations of moderate to large magnitude and for less severe transformations

ut converged within 10-20 iterations.

The motor commandut was then transformed into an observed outputy via the

(transformed) plant dynamicsP1,

yt = P1(ut). (B.8)
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For reaching, the converged value ofut was used for this.

yt = P1(ut(1+ εt)); εt ∼ N(0,0.52) (B.9)

The desired outcome at each timestep or trial,yt∗, was calculated separately according

to the (transformed) stimulus-desired outcome relationship,

y∗t = S1(xt). (B.10)

The observation error was then calculated as

ỹt = y∗t −yt . (B.11)

To estimate the error in the cerebellar output, the initial mappings between mo-

tor command and observed outcomeP0 and between stimulus and desired outcome

S0 were used, according to the theory presented in section 3.2,i.e. for the recurrent

architecture,
̂̃ct = ỹt , (B.12)

and for the feedforward architecture,

̂̃ct = P−1
0 ỹt . (B.13)

Where this mapping was nonlinear (i.e. for reaching) the error was approximated

to first order using a Taylor expansion,

̂̃ct = JP−1
0

(yt)ỹt (B.14)

whereJP−1
0

(yt) is the Jacobian ofP−1
0 at yt. This was estimated numerically by finite

differences. Note that in all simulationsSwas linear, although the same principle could

be used for approximating̃̂c in the recurrent architecture if it were nonlinear.

Finally, the cerebellar weights were updated at each time step using a discrete-time

analog of the gradient learning rule stated in section 2.2.1

Wt = Wt−1 +βc̃tpT
t , (B.15)

wherec̃t is theestimatedcerebellar output error.

The learning rateβ was different in each case and chosen to give approximately

realistic timescales of adaptation in comparison to experimental data. The same value

of β was always used for both architectures.





Appendix C

Estimating hand position in the

Bayesian model

Estimating hand position via MLE as in Equation 4.5 is straightforward, but assumes

that the observationsvt and pt are conditionally independent givenyt . However in

the Kalman filter model, this is no longer true, since the observations also depend on

the disturbancesrv
t andr p

t , which may not in fact be independent of one another. Es-

timating hand position nevertheless still turns out to be fairly straightforward in the

KF model. Since we are now operating in a Bayesian framework,we refer to maxi-

mum a-posteriori (MAP) estimation, rather than MLE, since we consider the posterior

distribution overr t .

We want to find the value ofyt which maximizes the marginal posteriorp(yt |ut,vt , pt).

We first consider the joint posterior

p(y, r|u,v, p) = p(v, p|r,y)p(y|u)p(r). (C.1)

To simplify the notation, we definez =




v

p

u


, Σ =




σ2
v 0 0

0 σ2
p 0

0 0 σ2
u


, and write

1 =




1

1

1


. We also drop the subscripted trial index and user̂ andP to denote the

prior mean and covariance ofr t .The log-probability is

logp = −
1
2
(y1+ r −z)TΣ−1(y1+ r −z)−

1
2
(r − r̂ )P−1(r − r̂ ). (C.2)

We wish to marginalize outr . We achieve this by forcing the terms into a quadratic

in r , which can then be easily separated from the other terms and will be lost once the
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integration is done.

logp(y, r|u,v, p) = − 1
2rT(Σ−1+P−1)rT − rT(Σ−1(y1−z)−P−1r̂ )

− 1
2(y1−z)TΣ−1(y1−z) − 1

2 r̂TP−1r̂ .
(C.3)

Completing the square leads to

logp = − 1
2

[
r −
(
Σ−1+P−1

)−1
(Σ−1(y1−z)+P−1r̂ )

]T

(
Σ−1+P−1

)−1
[
r −
(
Σ−1+P−1

)−1
(Σ−1(y1−z)+P−1r̂ )

]

−1
2(Σ−1(y1−z)−P−1r̂ )T

(
Σ−1 +P−1

)−1
(Σ−1(y1−z)−P−1r̂ )

−1
2(y1−z)TΣ−1(y1−z) − 1

2 r̂TP−1r̂ .
(C.4)

After integrating out̂r , we lose the first term in Equation C.4. We can then differentiate

the remaining expression (for the log marginal probabilityof y), and set it equal to zero

to find our estimate ˆy:

1TΣ−1(Σ−1+P−1)−1
(Σ−1(ŷ1−P−1r̂ )−1TΣ−1(ŷ1−z) = 0. (C.5)

Solving for ŷ, we get

ŷ =
1T
[
Σ−1

(
Σ−1+P−1

)−1
(P−1r̂ +Σ−1z)−Σ−1z

]

1T
[
Σ−1(Σ−1 +P−1)

−1 Σ−1−Σ−1
]

1
. (C.6)

This rather fiendish-looking expression is the best estimate of hand position. Note

that 1TX1 has the effect of summing all the entries in the matrixX. In this style of

notation, the usual MLE rule of Equation 4.5 would be written

ŷ =
1TΣ−1z
1TΣ−11

. (C.7)

Applying the matrix inversion theorem:(A+ B)1 ≡ A−1−A−1(B−1 + A−1)A−1,

we can simplify this further to:

ŷ =
1T
[
(P+Σ)−1− I

](
z+ΣP−1r̂

)

1T(P+Σ)−11
. (C.8)
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